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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a study of women,s liberation in theliberation theology móvement in Latin America, =pãã:.ficallywithin a Peruvian context. My question is: i'rs'ther"
liberation for women in liberåtion theology?" t concludethat poor Latin American women are rinera[äd by liberationtheologyr âs they are thoser poor€st of the poôr, who suffertlg greatest from the injustiões all_ the pooi experience.Liberation theorogy is nõt completely faciritaii;;-wòmen,sliberation as it is stilr rel_uótant to dear with ãertainissues which effect women's 1ives, issues invoi"ing--reproductive rights and equality within the churchstructure.

rn my introduction r outrine the difficurties involved instudying l-iberation theology on the continentar lever-r €lswel-1 as the difficulties 
"i-ptudying liberation theorogy byway of texts. r therefore chose to study riberatioÃ-theology in its expression in one particütar country, inthis instance perur âs r knew peopte working witfrin'ineliberation theology circles in-peiu. The piobremsassociated with a textual study lead me to use a comparativemethodology, çomparing texts pioduced by peruvian li-berationtheologians with those produced by eeruizian reminiÀiã andt radi tional ists

r have chosen to study the image of woman as mother in thesethree.groups as womanìs image as mother is importãnt-to thePeruvian socio-economic reaÍity as it is as mothers thatwomen often are active in grasãroots organizations. -rt 
is

31sg. an_image that is co¡nmon to all three groups' texts.rn the first three chapters, then, r anatyõis in. imãge ofçvoman as mother within traditionalist, riberationist, andfeminist texts with Lhe intent to show liberationiãi'reflections in reration to other groups also wort<int withinPeru. To complement this anarysiÃ of textuar imageË,chapter Four examines the formåtion and actions of women,sgrassroots organizations in peru.

Through such an examination of images and certain dynamicsin the Peruvian socio-economic r"aiilv, r concl_ude that theimage of r^/oman as mother in the tiberåtion theology movemenLin Peru is tiberating, although not completely fiËårated.Liberation theorogiañs have móre in comñon wiitr thefeminists than with Lhe traditionalists, even though theyappear reructant to raise certain issues which femínists seeas essential to women's comprete l-iberation. tne wãys inwhich liberation theologianË do not deal with these i=".ru",r concrude, are exampres of how they do not fotrow their ownmethodology.
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Ultimately, I am
though f conclude
themselves to dea

sympathetic to Iiberation theology eventhat Iiberation- theologians must- challengeI with gender related issues more fuI1y.



INTRODUCTÏON

Because the Latin American liberation theology

movementl ctaims to represent the interests of the poor, by

both giving the poor a voice and assuming their perspective

in the analyses of social issues and the making of theology,

it cannot afford to ignore the perspective and concerns of
those poor who are additionally oppressed through gender.

Liberationistsr support of the poor, often referred to as

the ttoption for the poor,rr suggests that they shoul-d

necessarily be attentive to the perspecti-ves of poor \¡/omen,

those who are marginalized within a rnarginalized group.

This thesis considers the extent to which liberation
theologians have incorporated v/omenrs issues and womanrs

liberation into their theological agenda. UltinateJ-y, the

thesis asks whether there is l-iberation for women in this
interpretation of Christianity which claj-ms to concern

itself with the oppressed.

An understanding of the fundarnental tenets of
liberation theology shows the inadequacy of a continental_

1 The emergence of liberation theology in Latin America is
most often referred to as the emergence of a Itmovement. il It
must be understood, however, that this movement is not a
defined group but rather a perspective adopted with varying
degrees of rnil-itancy. In many conversatj-ons from JuIy, 1989
to May, IggO, Father Francisco Moreno Rejon cautioned me not
to suppose that liberation theol-ogy is like a rrclub[ where the
members have membership cards.



approach to liberation theology in respect to g,ender related
issues. this question of womenrs riberation therefore will
be explored specifically through an analysis of the
expression of liberation theorogy in peru. As becomes

evident through an examination of the l-imitations of the
textual expression of riberation theology, this thesis
guestion is best explored through an analysis in which texts
produced by liberation theologians are compared with texts
produced by other groups working which dear with sirnilar
issues and work within the same social context.

rn this study r will contrast the riberationist texts
with texts produced by the traditionar sector of the
Peruvian church2, and texts produced by the peruvian

feminist movement. These two groups complement the
liberationist textsr ês traditionarist texts represent a

different perspective from within the peruvian church, and

Peruvian feminist texts represent a non-theorogical
perspective concerning gender rel_ated issues. More

specif ically, the comparison focuses on rrr¡roman as motherr rl

since developrnent of this theme is pivotal in each of the
three types of texts whenever the image of woman or womenrs

issues are of concern.

An examination of the irnage of nwoman as motheril in
each of these groupsr texts is both a theoretical and

2 vlhenever r refer to tchurchr r specificalry mean the RomanCatholic church.



practical way of dealing with the question of womenrs

liberation as it is as mothers that peruvian women are

active in grassroots organizations. After anaryzing textual
images of woman as rnother, then, I examine the recent
popular organizations in which v/omen have become invol-ved as

mothers. The depiction of v/omen's present day life not only
complements the textual images of ttwoman as motherr r but

also irluninates the reality of woments role as mothers

today in Peru. Overa11, moreover, the added focus of
v¡omenrs participation in grassroots organizations adds

sígnificantly to our understanding of the context of the
liberation theol-ogy movement in peru, its possibirities and

its probl-ems.

rn regards to this thesis question it is important to
mention liberation theology's position within the Roman

cathoric church. As this church excludes hromen from the
priesthood on the basis of g,ender, it cannot be argued that
its structure is sexist. This thesis will not deal

specifícalIy with liberation theology's position in the
Roman catholic church, however, as r believe that the answer

to the probrem concerning this issue is quite obvious: with
the exception of a few outspoken individuals (Leonardo Boff
for example), liberation theologians have not concerned

themselves with the injustices of their own church

structure, and thereby contradict their claims to combat

oppressive structures in society. By its mere presence



within the church, liberation theology participates in a

form of structural oppression against women. In essence,

they do not implernent that which they recommend for society
as a whole within their own church community. There are

reasons, hohrever, why liberation theologians do not deal

with these issues and, although they cannoL escape criticism
because of their posture in support of the churchts

structure, they can be understood within the context in
which they work.

fnstead of focusing upon liberation theol_ogy's support

of church structure (or lack of condemnation of it), this
thesís aims to explore the question of womenrs liberation in
relation to reflections made by liberation theologians, by

taking one example of liberationist theologicar reflection,
the image of Itwoman as motherrrr and questioning if women are

liberated or oppressed through this image. To begin I
present a working definitj-on of liberation theorogy. such a

presentation proves the necessity of a case study as opposed

to a study of liberation theology ín Latin American in
generar. The history of the emergence and deveropment of
the Peruvian liberation theology movement therefore arso

must be understood before this thesis question is exprored.



1. A Definition of Liberation Theology

The term trliberation theologytt T¡ras first coined by

Peruvian priest and theologian Gustavo Gutiérrez, in a

speech made in l-968. rt became known to a broader audience

through Gutiérrezts book, TeologÍa de ta Liberación,
Perspectivas, published in 1,97r. since then the term has

been identified with theological movements in Asia and

Africa as well as in Latin America. rt is, however, for the
most part used in reference to the theotogical reflections
of a sector of the Latin American catholic church since

vatican rr, and will be used in this thesis in reference to
this Latin American context.

Although liberation theorogy is rnanifested differently
in particul-ar Latin American countries, its various
expressions share two fundamentar characteristics: the so-

called rroption for the poor,tr and a distinct methodology in
which theological refrection (referred to as 'the second

steprr) is done after a person has acted upon his/her
christian faith.3 This dÍstinct rnethodorogy, together with

3 rn various personal conversations from Ju1y, rggg - March,
1990, with both rnyself and Michel Rondeau, a ph.D. student atthe université Laval-, Francisco Moreno Rejón defined
liberation theoJ-ogy as entailing these two factôrs. Moreno
Rejón is a spanish priest workíng with Gustavo Gutiérrez in
The rnstituto Bartolomé de Las casas in Rimac, Lima. He is
author of sarvar 1a vida de los pobres / Aportes a la TeologÍa
Moral and numerous articres pubtished in páqinas. He has been
living and working as a priest and professòr in peru for thepast seven years.



the prinacy given to the poor referred to as the rroption for
the poor, rr constitutes a working definition of the term
r'liberation theology. "

The essence of l-iberation theology is encapsulated in
the so-caIIed rroption for the poorrr: the prirnacy given to
the poor both in theological reflection and theologically
based action. christians, accord.ing to liberation theorogy,

must favour the poor, both in the way they act and the way

they reflect upon that action. The Christian life for
Iiberation theologians is one in which people stand in
solidarity with the poor, working toward the liberation of
the poor from oppressive societal structures. Furthermore,

liberation theologians belj-eve that theology, âs weII as

social, economic and historj-cal- analyses must take the
perspective of the poor. This, in their opinion, is the

most truthful perspective, as it. is in the lives of the poor

that God prefers or chooses to be manifested.4

Liberation theologianst interpretation of the christian
faith entails that they are activeJ_y cornmitted to the

liberation of the poor. Theology is necessarily done after
the theologian has actively committed him/herself to

a rn the February , rggo I summer courses Gustavo Gutiérrez
related this aspect of therroption for the poort as folrows:
rt is not that God does not l-ike the rich. rt is just that
God þrefers the poor. rf you are given a choice between
coffee and tea and you choose coffee, it is not that you d.o it
because you hate tea. No, you simply prefer to drink coffee
if the two options are at your disposal. ft is where you go
first. rt is the same with Godrs preference for the poor. rt
is to the poor that Godts concern f irst gioes.



understanding and helping the poor, simply because the
perspective of the poor courd not be taken in any other way.

Gutiérrez describes the process of doing theology:

Theology is reflection, a critical attitude.
Theology follows; it is the second step Thepastoral activity of the Church does not flow as a
conclusion from theological premises. Theology
does not produce pastoral activity; rather it
reflects upon it. Theology must be able to find
in pastoral activity the presence of the Spirit
inspiring the action of the Christian cornnunity
(Gutiérrez 1-988: 9)

The guestion for Gutié.rrez is not how thought inspires
pastoral action, but rather how pastoral activity,
commitment to the poor and thej-r concerns, can inspire an

understanding of Christianity that l_eads to further
commitment and yet further reflection. rn his February,

l-990, rrsummer coursesrr in peru which r attended, Gustavo

Gutiérrez stated on two different occasions that a Christian
must both act and refrect upon action. He emphasized that
action alone is not enough. He said that he knows people

who work with the poor but do not pray and others who pray

but do not work with the poor. Neither, in his view, are

fully christians, as a christian is someone who both acts
and reflects upon action.

Gutiérrezrs commitment to prayer defends the movementrs

theologícal foundation. Liberation theor-ogy therefore
cannot be crassified as a mere social justice movement that
is simpry making use of the Latin American tradition of
catholicism, as the starting point for these theorogians



clearly is the christian instruction to love one another.

Though Gutiérrez and others have been inspired by Marxist
theory of class struggle, Marxts thought is nothing more

than a tool liberation theologians have used to help

understand the very obvious crass conflicts within their
countries. Marx, arong with the rrtheoryrt of dependency and

the pedagogical advancements made by paolo Freire, have

influenced the formation of liberation theor-ogy, but these

factors, however important in the initial stages of the

movement, wilr cease to be used by Ìiberation theologians

the day they are no longer practical. such has been the
case with the theory of dependency as Gutiérrez, himself,
states how he has come to recogníze its 1iinitations
(Gutiérrez l-988: xxiv) . The goal of riberation theology
therefore is not to achieve perfect tcommunismr as defined

by Marx, ot to advance in a way dictated by any other
particular theory. rnstead liberation theologians aim to
work toward the liberation of the poor in the most practical
way presently available.

Liberation theologiansr methodology excuses their
inadequacies as they do not ctaim to know the correct way of
bringing forth the poorrs liberation. Theology making, in
this light, is a process in which theologians learn by trial-
and error as they are actively invol-ved in commitment to
others in community. They aim to rearn from mistakes or the
inadeguacies of certain tool-s, and to deepen their



commitment to the poor to find better toors to faciritate
the liberation from oppression. Despite liberation
theorogyrs obvious European roots (the infruence of Marx for
example), this movementrs practicar commitment to the poor

is its most distinguishing characteristic. This bias is the
one thing that is unchanging even though it is continually
being expressed in different, and hopefully even more

practical, hrays.

2. Problems with a Continental Focus

Due to the complexity of interpreting the 'option for
the poorrr in differing socio-economic and cultural contexts,
liberation theology is found in diverse forms in different
countries in Latin America.5 Arthough the liberation
theology movernent can be studied on the international revel_

with reference given to the CELAM conferencesó and the

5 An example of extreme differences between countries is inthe case of the influence of the National security stateDoctrine in Peru and Er sal-vador. whereas El- sarvador has
been significantly affected by this doctrine promoted by theunited states (see North 19gt-), peru has barety ueen affãctedby it (see Werl-ich 1978). The absence of the ideology'sinfluence in Peru coul-d be due to any number of facùórsincluding the characteristic of the miliiary rule from l-968-1'975. rn any case liberation theology has respondeddifferently in different countries to these and other diãtinctsituations.
ó CELAM stands for Latin American Episcopal conference.
There have been three such meetings: CELAM r when theorganization was born at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 1955; CELAMrr held in Medel-J-in, columbia in 1968; and CELAM rrr herd inPuelba, Mexico in 1979. cErÃM rv will be herd in santo



various interactions key figures have had with the vatican,
the movement varies so much from country to country that its
richness cannot be understood unress attention is given to a

particular country (see Kl_aiber 19892 Z).

vlith the increased amount of criticism it has received

from the conservative factions within the Latin Amerícan

church, liberation theology has had difficulty expressing

itself at the CELAM conferences. At the IgTg CELAM fII
gathering, for example, liberation theologians obviousry had

more difficutty expressing their views than at CELAM rr, as

it was not easy for liberation theol-ogians even to attend

the meeting (see Cox l-988). The situation of CELAM IV

planned for L992 in santo Domingo wil-r surely refrect the
same conflicts within the church and the subsequent

difficulty liberation theol-ogians have in making their vj-ews

official during these conferences. Therefore, studying

l-iberation theology on the international lever soon may be

l-imited to mere studies of the confli-cts liberationists have

with other factions of the church. Any study of particurar
aspects of the movement, such as treatment of womenrs issues

and the image of woman, is therefore best treated in
relation to an expression of liberation theology in a

particular country, as it is there where l-iberation
theologians have a greater freedom of expressi-on. This

Domingo, The Dominican Repub1ic, in i.gg2.

l-0



thesis focuses upon the liberation theology movement in
Peru.

r have chosen the peruvian context for two reasons. As

the Peruvian priest and theologian, Gustavo Gutiérrez, is
recognized as one of leaders of the movement on the
international Ìevel, having unofficially started the
movement when he coined the term rtl-iberation theology,tr I
suggest that the Peruvian expression of riberation theology
may prove to be one of the richest in alr of Latin America.

secondly, and on a mere practicar revel, it is in peru that
r have connectíons within the liberation theol_ogy movement.

r studied and observed the movement first hand while r lived
in Lima, Peru from JuIy, IgBg until May, 1990 and in
February and March, 1_991-.

vtherever liberation theology is found it is difficult
to identify the groups of people who support the movement.

rn many hrays the best liberation theol-ogy that is done in
Peru or in any Latin American country is not writtenr âs it
is done when the poor themserves refl-ect upon their active
commitment to one another. The forlowers of l-iberation
theology are born the moment they begin to take the
perspective of the poor from the basis of the christian
conviction to Ìove their neighbour. The extent of this
commitment varies from one person to the next, âs peoplers

new theologicar outlook often contains vestiges of the
fatalism and the hierarchi-cal structure of the church

l_1



characteristic of pre-conciliar theology. Regardless of
their level- of commitment to the poor, however, common

liberation theologians do not normally pubrish their
theological reflections made in sinall grassroots

organizations. The poor people in these grassroots

organizations are often illiterate and rarely have

connections with publishing houses. The movement ís
therefore dependent upon interpretations of the poorrs

rearity by educated priests and lay workers who have chosen

to work and live amongst the poor in order to take on the
poorrs perspective.

Despite this definite and necessary obstacl-e, it is
possible to identity liberation theology in peru through

certain centres recognized as expressing the ,option for the
poorrr and the rrtheology as second stepn fundamentals

characteristic of the movement. These are the rnstituto
Bartolomé de Las Casas in Cusco and the Instituto Bartolomeå

de Las casas in Lima where Gustavo Gutiérrez works. Both

organizations publish a journal, Allpanchis being the
journal pubrication from the Andes, and páginas the journal
from the coast. The pubtishing house, CEp (Centro de

Estudios y Publicaciones) works crosely with both rnstitutos
Bartolomé de Las casas and is recognized as a supporter of
l-iberation theology. For the purposes of this thesis,
l-iberation theology will be approached in part through the

I2



body of texts published by either one of the journals or by

CEP.

f do not wish to state that the expression of
liberation theology in peru is exemplary of liberation
theology in Latin America as a whol_e. fnstead, I propose

that it is irnpossible to speak of Latin American líberation
theology in general without considering numerous case

studíes of particular expressions of the movement.

Essentially, r am questioning the notion that there is an

organization of rrliberation theorogyt' on the international
leveI, as by its very nature (the value it gives to
experience) tiberation theol-ogy seems to uphold

particularities as opposed to generalities. Al-though study
of the international- expression of r-iberation theology is
usefur in some circumstances, this broader view is limited,
and for the purposes of this thesis, it is inadequate. The

questions raised by this thesis can be answered onry in
terms of studies of the movement in several settings.
Because r was not, abl-e to spend time in severar Latin
American countries (a course of study which could rast up to
a decade), r am lirnited to conclusions based on the one

Peruvian case study.

13



3. The Emergence of Liberation Theology in peru

Jeffrey Klai-ber, a church historian living and teaching
in Peru for over twenty years, perceives the peruvian church

to have undergone three distinct developmentar phases from

l-955-l-980: 1) the rrModern Church" (1955-1968) i 2) the
ttPoritical church'r (1-968-1980); and 3) the npastoral- churchrl

(1975-1,980).7 all of these phases in the peruvian churchrs

history Kraiber marks by politícar events either inside or
outside the church, as the divisions correspond to the l_955

ordinatíon of Juan Landazuri Ricketts as Archbishop of Lima,

the l-968 coup d'etat by Generar Juan velasco Arvarado, the
L975 take over by General- Francisco Morares Bermudez, and

the l-980 reinstatement of the electoral process in the
country. s

7 xraiber outlines these divisions in chapters I, 9 | and l-oof La Tqlesia en el peru (tgBB).
I rn Tglesia en el Perú, compromiso y Renovación (1958-1984),
Cata]-inaRomeropresentstheemergenceotriue@y
in the history of the peruvian church in a slightly differeñLmanner. For Romero, the peruvian churchrs modern history isdivided into two basic phases. The first phase (1958-1968j isa time when the church distanced itself from those with whomit_previously had been so crosety arigned, the ruling classes
and the origarchy. The church in this period became aware ofsocial issues, causing it to question the rel-ation it had withthe countryts powerful, as werl- as the relation the powerfur
had with the poor crasses (Romero L}BT: t-i-). After Lnis tenyear period, the church firmly decided to show soridarity withthe poor, first in the years i-g6ï-Lg73 in the ways itparticipated in the rapid changes in society, and then in theyears 1'973-1978 through its work in grassroots orqanization.
Romerors analysis al-so differs from Kraiberrs in thãt she doesnot emphasize the irnportance of particular persons such asLandazuri Ricketts and Gutiérrez, but rather itresses the way

t4



L955-l-968: The Modern Church

The Modern church, according to Klaiber, hras infruenced
by the rrÀlliance for progresst'9 supported by u.s. president

Kennedy, which manifested itserf in the construction of many

churches and the abundance of development projects. These

materiar changes in PeruvÍan society v/ere complemented by a

series of value changes. The modernization process, Klaiber
writes, brought with it the values of the occidental
democratic world, values such as efficiency, rational
pranning, pluralism, intel-tectuar criticism, and l-iberarism
(K1aiber 1-987 : 335,337 ) .

The ordination of Landazuri Ricketts as Archbishop of
Lima is, for Klaiber, the beginning of this rnodern era, as

he views Landazurirs attempt to renovate and reorganize the
ecclesiar organism as a major factor in the accereration of
the modernization process Ín the peruvian church.

specifically, Klaiber identifies Landazurirs creation of new

ecclesial offices as a key factor in favour of
modernization, âs it was through these offices that the
church was capabÌe of serving the needs of the peopre with
greater efficiency.

Klaiber notes how the promoters of the new church in
Peru were priests both peruvian and foreign who had brought

the churchrs 1ay people change.
9 tt. . . the Alliance for progress made
recipients instituting certain specific
called reforms (Schoultz 1-SBI: 189).

aid contingent upon
policies, which v/ere
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new ideas into the country from their education in the rnost

progressive schools in Europe and North American (337).

Peruvian priests such as Gutiéryez, the Arvarez carderón

brothers, and others who helped deverop riberation theol-ogy,

received part or all of their education in Europe or North

America. Missionaries arriving during this period had

received an education more liberal than those who had

previousry arrived and hrere inspired to l-ive with and work

more closely to the poor. In Klaiber's opinion, their
desire to live with the poor not only changed the image of
the church by way of their presence in the poor regj-ons, but

it arso changed the mentarity of the priests themserves, as

they became increasingly more j-nterested in social issues

the longer they lived with the poor (338).

Klaiber gives credit to key people in the hierarchy,
universitíes and popular organizations for creating a nev¡

way of working with people, and subsequently a new positive
image of the church. Landazuri Ricketts is, according to
Klaiber, one of the key figures in this process of change.

Even though Landazuri was automatically named the primate of
the Peruvian church due to his position as Archbishop, it
was not obligatory for him to take on the role of president

of the Peruvian Episcopate. By holding the two roles
simultaneousJ-y, Landazuri Ricketts became known as the

leader of the Peruvian church both inside and outside the

country, writes Klaiber (345). Klaiber attributes the rapid
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maturing of the Peruvian church to Landazurirs ability to
read the church in a manner through which arl factions of
the church were capable of finding a common ground. rt is
due to Landazuri's talent in enhancing dialogue between

opposing groups that the Peruvian church, in Kraiberrs vievr,

díd not pass through major cri_ses as have other Latin
American churches in the times of vatican rr, MedelrÍn, and

Puebla (345).

In this atrnosphere of rrmodernity,tt the peruvian

Episcopar conference in January of 1959 met, and produced a

pastoral letter. catal-ina Romero, a peruvian sociorogist
working out of the rnstituto Bartolomé de Las casas, agrees

with Klaiberrs assessment that this l-etter was the first
truly social letter in the history of the peruvian church

(Klaiber L9872 337; Romero 1-987:L2). The letter was

followed by two Social Vüeeks which hrere airned at
accelerating sociar consciousness amongst lay people and

clergy a1ike. The Social lüeeks encouraged a kind of
mysticism which Klaiber identifies as the 'caIl- for ar1

Christians to change the worldtt (337).

Also significant for Klaiber is the presence of the
christian Democratic party (pDc) in the politicar rearm.

According to Klaiber the pDC represents a nev/ type of
Christian in Peru: the modern person who has a good

professional formation and a marked social consciousness.

Kraiber notes how in Peruvian history christians herd the
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opinion that political life is sordid and immorar. with the
development of the PDC, he writes, this attitude changed.

The PDC possessed an intellectual formation that vras, in
Klaiberrs view, often better than the formation of peruvian

priests. rn the end Klaiber perceives the pDC as performing

an important rore in the process of maturity in the church

as it represents the first vehicle for disseminating the

ideas of social Christianity outside the institutional
church, even though these ideas would extend beyond the

boundaries of the PDC party in the followj-nq years.

1,968-1-9753 The Political Church

Under the nílitary reign of Juan Velasco A1varado, the

Peruvian church, in Ktaiberrs words, became the moder of the

church in all of Latin America (377). supported by vatican
rr and the Encyclicals of Popes John xxrrr and paur Vr, the
Peruvian church in both the lay and crerical sectors began

to involve itself in Peruvian politicar life. The churchrs

involvement in politics was given interlectual support by

Gutiérrezrs liberation theology, writes Klaiber (378).

During this tirne, in Kl-aiberrs view, the church is best

characterized by three terms representative of the

liberation theology movement: rrconcientizationrrl

rtl-iberal-ization, rr and rtdevelopment. rl

The l-968 CELAM meeting at Medel1ín was an event, in
Klaiberrs view, which represented the formation of a new
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identity for the church and a break with the powerful

crasses. After Medellin the church took on the role of
defender of human rights. Klaiber characterizes MedeltÍn as

representing the ideas of only a few sel_ect clergy.
Likewise Klaiber states that the clerical group, ONIS,

formed as a social analysis group, represented only the

thought of a select group of cIergy.10 ONIS along with
individuar priests directly contributed to the reforms of
the verasco government as it made direct pronouncements in
favour of certain reforms through pastoral retters and

newspaper publications.

After L97L, the church was one of the remaining

institutions capable of denouncing the violations of human

rights as the press was becoming increasingly censored.

Kraiber identifies the church frorn rg73 on as openly opposed

to the Velasco government as human rights violations
escalated, and as it became clear that the government did
not sincerely desire to represent the needs of the poor. rn
her anarysis of Peruvian church history, catal-ina Romero

states that the Peruvian church began to concentrate upon

grassroots organizations around i,973 when it became obvious

that velasco had ceased to represent the desires of the

common classes (Romero I9B7: 27) .

ONIS stands for National- Office
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r_975-l_980

Kraiber attributes the movement from the political to
the Pastoral Phases to the frustrations the church

experienced under the velasco rule. The loss of hope in the
political process, writes Klaiber, Ied the church to an

alternate means by which to change society, thi-s time in the

form of pastoral work. The reration between the church and

state during the rule of Moral-es Bermudez is, according to
Klaiberrs study, much more ambiguous than in the prevj-ous

years because the church expressed itsel-f further a\Äray from

the public eye. The church, writes Klaiber, tolerated
Morales Bermudezrs ruLe without making many direct
condernnations of it, because Morales had promised to
reinstate the electorar process at the end of his five year

rule.

During this tirne liberation theology became influential
world-wide and was subject to a great deal of criticism. on

the national levet, Klaiber identifies this time as a time

which liberation theology hras working effectively in
grassroots organizations, fulfilling the manner in which it
was meant to express itself. Liberation theology, in
Klaiberrs viern/, then worked in a manner which was neither
dogrnatic nor sectarian (482). rt becarne more of a natural
process of theology rnaking by people ín poor areas of the
country.
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The Present Day Peruvian Church

The resurts of the recent nationar election in April,
1990, both refrect and reinforce the peruvian populacers

dj-strust of official politics. Despite the eraborate

campaign of the right wing coalition party, FREDEMO (Frente

Democratico), costing nearly 70 mil-rion dollars, peruvians

voted for Alberto Fujirnorirs party, cambio 90. Two weeks

before the election Fujimori was a virtuar unknown. His
poritical stance was ambj-guous except for the fact that he

promised not to i-mplement the economic rtshockr strategy
proposed by the FREDEMO party. Out of apathy, it seems, the

Peruvian populace voted Fujinori to power, (voting is
mandatory and failure to do so is recognized as support for
the rebel groups, Shining path and the Tupac Amaru

Revolutionary Movement). Regardless of his prornise,

however, Fujimori implemented an economic strategy similar
to the one proposed by Mario vargas Lrosall within a month

of his inauguration.

Today in Peru there appears to be no official political_
option that is capable of representing the interests of the

maj ority of the peopì-e in the country. I^Iith the price of
goods and services often comparabre to prices in North

11 Mario Vargas Llosa is a renor^rn author from the aristocratic
Peruvian city, Arequipa. A,lthough he has had littre
experj ence in poritics prior to the April , J-ggo erectoral
campaign, his party was not viewed as indèpend.ent because manyof the members of the coalition \trere well experienced peruviañ
politicians.
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America, the peopte must concentrate sorely upon survivar.
The two left parties, the rzquierda unida (united Left) and

the rzquierda socialista (socialist Left) formed one party
until shortly before the election. Many people told me

before the erection, that the probrem with the united Left
was that it was not united. With increased terrorist
activity and no fewer human rights violations by the

niJ-itary, the peopre are, as Amnesty rnternationar puts it,
caught rrbetween two framesrr (Amnesty rnternational l-989).

Liberation theologians reflect this despair in their
texts as they concentrate prirnarily upon the image of rThe

God of Liferrr in response to the question: how can we

believe in a God of Life when all we can see is death?

Bishop Germán schmitz best reflected the attitude of the
present day Peruvian liberation theorogy movement in his
discourse to Pope John Paul II in j_985:

rrHo1y Father, wê are hungry. Vte suffer miseryr wê
are unemployed, we are sick. Vüith hearts broken
with painr vtrê see that our spouses fÍght
tuberculosis, our babies die, and our children
grov/ weak and without a future. But, in spite of
it aIlr vrê believe in a God of l-ifer (my
translation¡ .12

12 santo Padre, tenemos hambre. sufrimos miseria, nos fal-tatrabajo, estamos enfermos. con e1 corazón roto por eI doIor,
vemos que nuestras esposas gestan en Ia tuberculosis, nuestros
niños mueren, nuestros hijos crecen débÍres y sin futuro.
Pero, a pesar de todo esto, creemos en er Dios de la vida(Gutiérrez l-989l. 1-4) .
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Conclusions

The experience-based methodol_ogy proposed by liberation
theology has elicited criticism from certain conservatÍve

factions within the church. At the same tirne, hov/ever, it
has been supported by various other sub-groups within the

christian community, such as black and feminist theologians

from North America. The perspectives of such groups are

quite similar as they all represent those who traditionally
have not been considered in the official church's tal-k about

God. These minoríty groups challenge the churchrs status
güo, as they all take the perspective of the powerless,

rnaking theology from what Gutiérrez refers to as ilthe

underside of history.I'
It is questionable, however, if Iiberation theologians

have adopted a truly feminist perspective. rn a footnote of
the final documents of the 1-979 CELAM fII meeting held in
Puelba, Mexico, liberation theologians managed to include

the statement that v/omen are amongst those who are doubly

oppressed, whereas women are not mentioned at al1 in the

l-968 CELAM rr documents. The majority of texts produced by

liberation theologians since this time have not given

I¡romenrs concerns attention, however. It is therefore
uncertain if liberation theologians take on the perspective

of those oppressed due to gender along with that of those

oppressed because of cl-ass. The extent to which liberation
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theologians have responded to ferninist theologiansr concerns

is significant as both groupsr work could be strengthened

from their joint efforts to combat the churchts traditional
method of theorogy-making. on the other hand any failure to
address the concerns of women with which they work, or any

direct oppression of women by tiberation theology, could

seriousry weaken the support liberation theologians have

found outside Latin America. Ultinately, hovrever, if
liberation theorogians ignore v/omenrs concerns in their
theological reflections they contradict both their
methodology and the rroption for the poor' fundamentals of
their theology.
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CHAPTER ONE

liloman as Mother: Traditional Texts of the

Peruvian Church

Apart from arguments concerning the body of woman in
reration to the rrdivine moral lahr,rt and exprorations of the
character of Mary of Nazareth, texts produced by the

traditional sector of the peruvian church do not deal_ with
r¡roman or v/omenrs issues.13 Moreover, when traditionatists
do consider the question of women, their presentation

inpries a certain understanding of feminine sexuality in
reration to sin. As becomes evident through the analysis of
a number of Peruvian traditionar texts which deverop these

themes, the understanding of sexuality posited by

traditionalist theologians resurts in a devaluing image of
T¡romanr ân image which reinforces certain theses as to

13 By the tttraditional sector of the Peruvian churchrt I referto the faction of the peruvian church that does not support
liberation theorogy. rn peru the journars, l,a Reì¡ista
Teológica Limense and VE, Vida y Espirituaridad areÌnown notto support liberation theology. The former president of the
Peruvian Episcopal conference, Ricardo Durand, is also known
as an adversary of liberation theol-ogy as he published a bookcriticizing the movement. Durand, and people published byeither of the above mentioned journars r iáenÉiryãs belongin|
to the traditional sector of the peruvian churCh. There are
a few peopre, such as historian Jeffrey Kraiber, who cannot beidentified as either a traditionarist or a liberationist, âsthey are pubj-ished in both traditionalist and liberationist
j ournals.
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womanrs sexuar and reproductive rights. Therefore, in order
to ferret out traditionalist peruvian images of rwoman as

mother, rr this chapter exprores several mainstream arguments

concerning womenrs reproductive rights, and the figure of
Mary of Nazareth as ideal t ot model- of woman.

This critique of Peruvian traditionalist texts assumes

the partiatity of church doctrines which are contingent upon

the acceptance or rejection of church authority. This

authority, especially in relation to body issues, has been

challenged by theoJ-ogians both inside and outside the Roman

Catholic church, resulting in an entire movement in
theological reflection, feminist theology. rt is therefore
not necessary, in my víew, to qualify my criticisms of these

textsr arguments in l-ight of Cathol-ic tradition as the
sexist bias of that tradition has been revealed by ferninist
theologians for nearly thirty years.

l-. womanrs Body, womants Reality: Deviations from the ,Moral-

Orderrl

hlhat interests peruvian traditionalists most about

\,üoman is her body. rn the conservative journars, La Revista

Teologica Limense and vE, articl-es about hromen are scarce.

rn my search through the archives of both journats r did not
find one articre that deals with r^/omen in their struggles to
survive the countryts crises, woments daily lives in poor
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barrios t ot lromen organizing in Lhe church or in the
community. It appears that these issues, in the

traditionalistsr view, are not worthy of theological
reflection. rnstead, traditional-ist authors concentrate

upon issues which deal with the literal (biotogicar) body of
hloman, issues such as abortion, contraception, and sexual

conduct, âs opposed to issues which depict woman in reration
to other people in her community.

The articres in these journars appear to have littre
content that is distinctly peruvian. They coul-d be written
just as well in any other country, and. at times seem more

suit,able for cultural, pofitical_ and socio-economic

situations much different from peru, âs they do not always

reflect the injustices from which the majority of peruvians

suffer (see Doig 1,987). This may be due to the
traditionalistst assumption (made evident in their
advocation of a trdivine morar ord.errr) that peopre create
theology or rrtalk about Godrt apart from their daily
experience. Peruvian traditional-istsr methodology maintains

a sharp distinction between what comes from God, and humansl

interaction with one another in the worl-d. rnspiration is
therefore best achieved through acts such as meditation,
prayert oy listening to oners ,inner voicerr! as opposed to
active life in community (Doig rgBT z 6o-6L¡ rnterdonato

1-9802 5-7). Daily l-ife experiences are thus posited as less
valuable than introspective expressions of spirituality and.,
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in certaín circumstances, especiaì-ly those invorving sexual

expression, are considered sinful. According to
traditionalist Ricardo Durand, for example, faith is defined
as fracceptance of Godrs willtt (l_989-. 1-9), an act which

ultimatery requires peoplers submission to a divine moral

law expressed as the conscience or the inner voice of the
person (see Doig 1987: 65; Interdonato l-980: 3). In
practice the rrmoral lawrr amounts to a 1egalistÍc set of
rules which are considered to be innate, and capable of
surpassing cultural and political_ differences.

Specific issues such as birth control, abortion, and

sexual behaviour are topics of interest to these authors, âs

they are questj-ons to which the divine morar law answers. A

definitive and unchanging truth concerning these issues, in
traditionarist's opinion, is within human grasp. According

to traditionalist authors, theology is not made and re-made

in an ever changing way such as the liberationists propose,

but rather is based upon an utterry static and accessj-bl-e

naturar Iaw. Their method of doing theology therefore
encourages people to devel0p as individuals who obey the

divine natural law, rather than developing their
relationship with the divine through reflection upon their
commitment to the poor.

In contrast to the traditionalists, Iiberation
theologians generally ignore the issues that concern \¡romanrs

body and concentrate upon issues invor-ving women within a
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community. Reproductive rights, sexual conduct, and Maryrs

biological virginity are rarely mentioned in the
liberationist journals, páginas and Al-rpanchis. rt is only
recently that v/omen from the rnstituto Bartolomé de Las

casas have dealt with sexuarj-ty in the study, 'Reflexion
sobre La sexualidad. " This study presents sexuality as an

integrar part of peoprers being and. focuses less upon sexual_

conduct than do traditionalist writings. Sexuality,
according to the liberatÍonist authors, is a complex way of
beÍng which is affected by and, in turn, affects social
relations. The focus here corresponds to liberation
theologiansr concern for class struggle, and. indeed,

liberation theology's overarl approach to womenrs íssues

reflects the belief that theoJ-ogy is best done from the
basis of experience. rts method is therefore directty in
confl-ict with the traditionaristsr emphasis on norms.

Traditionalist texts ignore woments poverty, womenrs

hardships in the countryside, I,romenrs fight for survival- in
the cities, and those situations generally which cause women

to suffer, either in society or in the church, âs they often
ignore the reality of class struggle overaII. The

traditionalistsr 'ldivine moral lawt appears to be limited to
personal issues as it does not have sol-utions to the larger
social issues, nor does it even recognize that social
problems exist. Vühereas liberation theologians look rrdov¡nn

to God living amongst the poor and look inward to refl_ect
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upon their experiences with the

belief to love their neighbourla

look inward and |tupwardr! to God

poor in l-ight of their

, traditionalists choose

in the rrheavens. rl

to

2. Vtomanrs Body: Egotism and Sexual pl_easure

rn the articre, ttLâ pranificación Natural: su varidez
Etica y Moralrrr Enrique Bartra argues arong traditionarist
lines that the rhythm rnethod ís the onty contraceptive
method that is in accordance with the God's will. Bartra
bases his argument upon the assumption that a tmoral- l-awr or
a rrmoral orderrr is written on each personrs r¡g¿¡¡.rr15

This Iaw, states Bartra, teaches people how to treat
themselves and also how to interact with one anotherló and

14 Liberationistsr approach tries not to be conflictuar, asif they would like to ignore that there are real-Iy two faces,if not more, to the peruvian church. Many tirnes, for exanpre,
my professor, Francisco Moreno Rejón, cautioned me not tostate that there are two sides to the church in peru. Afterliving in the country for twerve months and interacting withrerigious from three congregations, ho\,,rever, it became evidentto me that there j-ndeed are two sides to the church, two main
bodies which are trying to maintain and advance their opinions
and perspectives.
15 Bartra quotes Gaudj-um et spes when defining this morar lawor order as rr. . . una Iey escrito por Dios en su corazón
. rr rr. . . . a law written on his/her heart by God . n (my
translation) .

16 rt is obvious that Bartra does not mean that the moral- l-awis capabl-e of instructing how peopre interact with one another
in community or even in the famiry as he does not deat with
such sociar issues. Idhat Bartra means here is that the moral
l-aw is capable of governing peoplers sexual interactions with
one another.
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aÌso instructs peopre that the only form of birth control
that is condoned by God is a form which leaves open the
possibility of procreation (Bartra 19BB z 328) .

Bartrars interpretation of the moral 1aw regarding
sexuality focuses upon sexual- rel-ations and pleasure. He

condemns sensual preasure apart from the responsj_bility of
child bearing and rearing, equating preasure with egotism.

without the possibility of conception, Bartra writes, Lhe

sexuar act becomes egotistical as it is centred upon erotic
preasure alone (1988: 334). A personrs sexual conduct is,
in his view, capable of affecting his/her soul as he

believes that human sexuality, unlike animalrs sexuality, is
something that can affect oners spiritual state.

Nothing is lost when a couple refrains from sexual

relations, j-n Bartrars vj-ew, as he clearly sees that nothing
profound, apart from children, can be gaj-ned through them

(335). Bartra quotes pope John paul_ ffrs statement

regarding sexual abstinence made when John paur was stil_r an

Archbishop. Nothing is l-ost, says the former Archbishop, in
temporal abstinence from sexual rerations. rn fact, Bartra
cites John Paul as sayj-ng that the union of two people is
made stronger through sexuar abstinence as this affirms the
value of the person as opposed to the attachment to
sensuarity (Bartra 19gB: 335). By this estimation, sexual

pleasure is portrayed as implicitJ-y egotistical and

therefore, as inherently evil.
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Although Bartra claims to be voicing the dictates of
the moral order rather than speaking from his o$/n

experience, he and other people in positíons of power in the
Peruvian church speak of issues concerning farniry solely
from a traditional and doctrinal perspective. They have no

personal experience with making a family, and., most lj-ke1y,

they arso lack experience of the sexuar- relations about

which they speak. By refraining from sexual relations the
married couple simulates the life of clergy: in essence

Bartra offers his celibate lifestyle as the marital idear.
One thing Bartra certainly is idealistic about is

hromenrs menstrual cycles. Although he is certainly
supported in his view by the officiat teachings of the Roman

catholic church, his argument concerning the rhythrn method

presupposes that Ì¡/omen have a regular cycle of no less than

28 days, that they never ovul-ate more than once a month, and

that their menstrual cyc]-es are never affected by factors
such as tension, or change of diet. Bartra states that
sexuar rerations must arways be open to conception but

ignores the reality that some v/omen are more apt to become

pregnant than others. For example, women with shorter
menstrual cycles have fewer days during their cycle when

they are apparently infertile. A woman who has a cycÌe of
21- days or ress can possibly become pregnant while she is
menstruating due to the length of tiine sperm live within the
body and the amount of time needed for the fertil-ized ovum
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to reach the uterus. Arso, poor women are apt to have more

stress-filIed days than rich hromenr âs they daity encounter

new impediments to their fami-riesr survivar. The rhythm

method therefore appears more suitable to some women than to
others, and more disadvantageous to poor than to wealthy

women.

Moreover, Bartra does not consider the fact that, apart
from sterj-lizationr Do contraceptive method can completely
prevent conception. Even sterilization is not arways

effective. since al-l- methods of contraception leave open

the possibility for conception, they woul_d appear, by

Bartrars own definition, to be measures which are in keeping

with the supposed divine morar l-aw. Although he refers to
the rhythm method as a rrnaturalt method, he again does not
consider its practical apprication. Bartra also does not
explain why he distinguishes between rnaturalil and

Itartificialrr in the way that he doesr âs he does not exptain
why he believes the method is any more lrnaturalrf than

condoms, for exampre. Bartra appears to assume that his
argumentrs compatibility with church tradition is sufficient
support for his argument, for the argument he asserts is
reinforced by the official- teaching of the Roman cathol_ic

church. 17

't7 see Noonan I 1965, for a history of church teachingregarding contraception, âs well- as for an overview oÉcontroversy surrounding traditional_ teaching between l_750 and1'965. see arso Noonan, Lggot for an example of Noonanrs ownfaithful-ness to traditional teaching. l¡oonan is offered here
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Because it is the least effective method of birth
control, advocation of the rhythrn method discourages peopte

from taking control over their own rives. Both men and

hromen using the rhythm method are subject to many variables
beyond their control- and are thus condemned to accept the
dictates of womenrs hormonar changes. Lack of control over

farnity size, and therefore, over economic and emotional

responsibilities is a very significant factor for ar1

people, and especially for poor people. Though Bartra
states that al-1 sexual relations between people shoul_d leave

open the possibility of creating l-ife, economic crises
caused by the inability to raise children hardly can be

considered life giving. Bartra does not consider that "life
gj-ving" cannot always be taken literaJ-ry. His argument al-so

does not consider the circumstances in which many women rive
in their own homes where they are raped by their partners,
and where they face partners who are uncooperative in
implementing the rhythm method. Despite the positing of
such an ideaI, or a rrdivine moral- ra\^/rrr rerationships
between men and women do not benefit from this abstract norm

as the men and v/omen, themserves, do not always correspond

to what the moral 1aw states they should be.

as only one example of theological conformj_ty to tradi_tional
church teachingr ârì examp]-e which suggests that Bartra is notalone in his interpretation of the morality of contraception
and that what i-s foll-owed in Peru as traditionalist doclrineis also asserted outside the Latin American context.
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rn various ways, Bartra does not consider the rife
experiences of the najority of people in the society in
t¡hich he lives. He tries to give further support to the
rhythrn rnethod by stating that alternative types of birth
control are often expensive (1998: 334). This argument

refrects Bartrars ignorance of raising a family and l_ife in
generaÌ, âs any person with any experience raising children
or with any experience living crose to those with children
would know that the cost of raising children is much higher
than the cost of any method of birth control.

sexual pleasure, according to Bartra, is a necessary

evil associated with child bearing and rearing. His

insistence that sexual rel-ations must be open to procreation
inpries that the burden of responsibility of chirdren and

parenthood acts as a purifying compensation for the egotism

of sexual preasure. Bartrars argument refrects his ov/n

opinions concerning human relationships, !ì/omenrs bodies,
spiritualíty, and sinful-ness. He overl_ooks his surroundings
and sacrarizes his opinions by claÍrning that they are the
rrmoral orderrr or rrmoral raw., rt seems peculiar that this
rrmorar lawrr which is supposed to be written on each person I s

heart, bears Iittle reration to the world in which peruvian

people live, and offers little or no support to peopre who
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desire to become active agents

personal lives and in the life
of change

of their

in their own

community.ls

3. The Problem of Abortion: Women Who Murder

In hj-s arguments concerning abortion, Francisco

rnterdonato also proposes the existence of ra naturar moral

order.rr He states that any normal person knows what the
good is that s/he must do, and the bad that s/he must avoid
(rnterdonato l-980: 5) . He refers to humanrs "ethical
instinctrr which transmits the natural- l-aw. The morality
taught by the church, he continues, is inspired by the truth
and not by fashions (7). Like Bartra, rnterdonato berieves
that the church has a special abir-ity to know an ideal of
human relations, that the moral- raw is thus rknowabler and

somehow innate and unchanging. Also 1ike Bartra,
rnterdonato states that humans are different from animaÌs,

as they are not meant to kirr one another as animal_s do. To

kiII is to go against the moral- raw and become like an

animal-, states Interdonato; it is a crime. Women who chose

18 As indicated in footnote #I7, the peruvj_an theologicalsituation is not unique. Bartrars conformity to natural law
must be situated within the tradition of Rornan Catholic sexual-ethics. Noonan 1965 offers some discussion of the charrengesto this tradition up to 1965. For literature on more recentcharrenges to traditional- Roman catholic ethics, see forexample, Mccormick and curran, editors, l-9gg, and. especialrywith regards to woman, the writings of Ruether, Lg6A, Lg74land Daly, 1973.
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to abort, in rnterdonators view, are assassins, morally less
than human (8).

One thing that is most unfortunate about these

traditionalist articles is that they discourage people from

thinking for themserves. Although it is unrikely that poor

peopre will read these articles, priests workíng with poor

peopre read them and may use these arguments in their work

with poor people. As these views have the greater portion
of church history in support of them, their arguments are

easily accepted by priests and tay people who have not been

concientized to challenge the norm, however oppressive it is
to them. Moreover, because of these menrs politicaì_
connections within the church they are abl-e to be published
in a leading Peruvian journal despite the numerous fraws in
their argurnents.

Given rnterdonatots assumption that a moral- order
exists, it is not surprising that he considers abortion to
be against that order, âs abortion is traditionarry not
accepted by the official cathol-ic church. rnterdonato
assumes that a foetus is, from the moment of its conception,

a human being (l-980: 11). Given this assumption it. is not
surprising that he concrudes that to kirl a foetus, âD

rrinnocent human being,rt i-s against the morar order (g).
The language that rnterdonato uses in this article,

refl-ects his moral point of view. He speaks of the problem

of abortion, as opposed to the issues or debate concerníng
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abortion and thereby closes off arr possibirity for opinions
contradicting his ovrn. Abortion is not, in his words, the
interruption of a pregnancy, but rather the murder of a

foetus (10). He uses harsh accusing words such as

assassination and crime when referring to the act of
abortion and states that women who abort are like anirnals.

The foetus, in his words, is innocent, and therefore must be

protected from peoplets egotism. rn the end, he cond.emns

v/omen who abort as sinful, criminal, and animals.

rnterdonato berieves that abortions are a resurt of the
modern world.le The birth control pilt has lead to the
lack of morality in the sexual act, as well as to the
womenrs liberation movement, he writes (19gg z 226). He al-so

states that it is not true that \¡/omen are the ror¡rners of
their bodies,rr who have the right to control them. (10) Here

rnterdonato states that opposed to being roh¡ners of their
bodiestr h/omen are trcustodiansrr of the unborn (227). üIomenrs

l-iberation does not mean, in hís view, liberty to kirl and

oppress, but rather the j-iberty not to abort (2zg). Evoking

1e rnterdonato does not consider that v/omen living in the
Andes have provoked abortions for a J_ong time even thóugh theyhave not been affected by the western womenrs riberatioimovement. Tn 1985 when r \i/as living in the canchapalca, avillage of 300 peopl-e six hours outside of Huancâyo, peru, rdid a project on the peopre's ber-ief in naturai medicine.
$iomen from the village told me that if a woman kiIls apregnant sheep and drj-nks the embryonic ftuid she wil_l abort.

The Goddess of abortions, sexuar- pleasure and fertirity,Tl-azorteotl, adored by the Àztec peoples is an example thãtabortions are not an occurrence only õr tne modern ro-rta (see
Marcos l-989 z 24) .
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liberationist phraseology, he states that it is not a true
rrpreferentíal option for the poor'r to give the poor the
ability to oppress just as they have been oppressed by the
rich (232) .20

Most disconcerting for me about rnterdonators argument

is its dependence on irl-found.ed information and its
dispersal of unreal-istic advice. For example, he states
that he does not believe that fewer women die from abortions
given in medical clinics as opposed to those who have

abortions in crandestine praces (230). such a statement is
not onry obviously ill-founded, but arso discourages v/omen

from searching out the few adequate medical services
available to thern, instirring in them an unnecessary fear of
the medical procedure. secondly, rnterdonato advises that
peopre shourd try to prevent abortions (233). He offers a

few suggest.ions as to the prevention of conception of
unwanted foetuses, among which are combating the hedonistic
conceptÍons and egotism in tife (a direct reference to the
sexual act itsel-f and the view that sexual- rel_ations are

sinfur), and facilitating the means for people to adopt

(235). rnterdonators first suggestion reflects his
affirmation of a Bartran attítude toward sexuality which has

already been criticized. His latter suggestion al-so affirrns

20 Liberation theology has not yet dealt with reproductiverights but this statement by the tiaditionalist inditates thatliberation theologians would be confronted by the traditionalsector of the church if they supported reprõductive rights.
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Bartrars argument concerning birth contror methods, which

are, as already stated, irnpractical for the majority of
women. Bartrats and rnterdonators arguments are almost

identical in that they conform to church doctrine, and

prescribe that all people, and especially women, do not
charrenge norms established by the official voice of the
Roman Catholic church.21

4. The fmportance of Maryrs Biological Virginity

rn the articre, ttl,â perpetua virginidad de Maria en el_

Pensamiento de san Agustin,tt AJ-ejandro saavedra outlines and

affirms Augustinets argument that Mary of Nazarethrs hymen

remained intact after the birth of Jesus. saavedra argues

that the all powerful God can do anything. rt is therefore
not inpossible that Maryrs hymen was left intact after the
birth of Jesus (65). why theorogians woul_d be so concerned

v¡ith Maryrs hymen, her biological virginity, is
guestionable, however.

For Saavedra, it appears that there is a strong
correlation between Maryrs sanctity and her hymen.22

21 These doctrines are outrined in texts referred to infootnote #tl.
22 A significant amount of literature has developed, especiartyin recent years, which examines the doctrinal_ ñisú"ry of thiåcorrelation and the implications the correlation - has forsexuar ethics, theology of body, and the l_iberation of women.ï cannot offer an overview of this literature here, but thereader night consult Raymond Brown, r973, for a discussion of
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Maryrs physical body seems to confirm the status of her
purity. saavedra inplies that the absence of the membrane

would result in sinfulness and 'rl-ack of dignity" both for
Mary and Jesus:

the perpetual virginity of Mary is intinatelylinked to the dignity of the son oi cod (mytranslation) . .¿5

There is a strong' li-nk, in saavedrars opinion, between

Maryrs faith and her virginal body. He quotes the Bishop of
Hipona statement that virginity is the faith intact, solid
hope and sincere charity, as this 'j-ntact faith' or ,intact

hymenrr is l-inked with Jesus' own sanctity (68). rf her

"physicar integrity" v/as not intact after she gave birth,
Jesus could not ri-ghtfur]y be said to be "born of a vÍrgin"
(64). It is not only that the maintenance of Maryrs hymen

results from her purity, but rather that the two factors,
hymen and purity, are so interconnected that the absence of
hymen is capable of affecting Mary's spirituality to the
same extent that her spirituality affects her hymen.

The importance saavedra places on Mary's body implies
the same understanding of sexual-ity as expressed in the

scriptural and early church teaching on Maryrs virginity; John
Bugge I l-975, for a discussion of the development õr the focuson Maryts biologicar virginity from the eaity church fathersinto the Middre Ages ; and ]anet Nel-son , rg77 -B I for anoverview of recent, incruding some ferninist., critiques of thefocus on Mary's biological virginity.
23 rr. . . Ia perpetua virginidad de María estárelacionada con la dignidad de1 Hijo de Dios
l-988: 70) .rl

estrechamente
(Saavedra
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Bartra and Interdonato articl_es, namely, that sexual

preasure equates to egotj-sm. However, saaved.ra expands upon

this argument by pracing the image of Mary in relation to
Eve. saavedra writes: tDeath comes from v/oman, life comes

from hroman (my translation) .rr 21 These two images of
v/oman, one evil, the other good, are typified for saavedra

in the characters Eve and Mary of Nazareth. The virgin
Mary, writes saavedra, offers the possibirity of rife to
faÌren womankind, both corporally and spiritually. Here

sexuality is equated with sinfulness once again, and. Maryrs

virginity proves centrar to her rol-e as intercessor. His
argument does not chal-Ienge traditional understandings of
the relationship between Eve and Mary as he affirms
refrections made by several church fathers. saavedra

thereby affirms past church doctrine concerning the
relationship between Eve and Mary, the sinfurness of
sexualj-ty, and the necessity of Mary's perpetuar virginity.

5. Mary as Mother: Her Faithfur Acceptance of God's vüill-

In the article, trMarÍa, Madre de Dios y Madre de la
rglesiarrr the former president of the peruvian Episcopal

24 rrPor la nujer viene la muerte, por 1a rnujer viene l-a vida
(70) -rr The images of Mary and Eve are deplcted here as twotypes of mothers, one the mother of death and the other the
mother of l-ife, as the verb .venirr (to come/becone), suggeststhat death and life passed through these r/üomen or was bioughtabout through thern.
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conference, Ricardo Durand, explores the image of Mary both

as mother of God and mother of the church. Tt is in her

motherhood, Durand states, that Mary is a model for the l-ife
of the church (Durand l-999: r7). Durandrs argument is based

upon the assumption that faith in God is something that is a

gift from God that one must receive (19). Durand makes a

distinction between divine faith and human faith stating
that divine faith rr... is something far beyond our naturerrl
(my translation) .25

Though Durand does not say so directry, this acceptance

of Godts will in faith, appears to reinforce Bartrars and

rnterdonators arguments concerning the tmoral l-aw of God..rl

According to these authors and Durand, faith is something

that must be received in a passive vray. This wilr of God or
rrmoral rawrr does not arways correspond to earthly realities.
Human experience in the worl-d, human needs and desires, are

thereby subjugated to an inferior status, âs they must be

resigned in order to accept the wirl of the other, God.

The moral order or l-aw depicted in Durandrs, Bartrars
and rnterdonators articles reflects their theological focus.

For liberation theologians, the moral- order cal-l-s one to
love oners neighbour, is something very cr-ose to the daily
life experience, and is defined on]-y by a faithful analysis
of that life experience, meaning an active cornmitment to the
poor as faith is expressed and reinforced by life

25 t'... es atgo que está más all-á de nuestra naturaleza. (19)".
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experiences. Durandts definition of faith and acceptance of
the divine will is rather vague but he does describe people
who do not have a strong rerationship to God. Durand

eguates divorce, abortion, and euthanasia with ross of
respect for peoplers dignity (18). The ernphasis here i_s

clearly not placed on class struggle and unjust systems and

structures, but on personal adherence to a set of rures, ot
to the rrmorar law.rt Durand berieves specific morar acts,
especially sexual acts confrict with human dignity, and does

not mention the grand injustíces that cause hunger,

unemployment, and incredibly low r¡/ages, and. infl_ation. This
emphasis reflects Durand.rs focus on introspective
expressions of religiosity and his desire not to guestion
what the official church has not chalrenged in the past. By

equating abortion, for exampÌer âs a situation in which
there has been loss of respect for rife, Durand does not
condemn that which may have led to the necessity for an

abortion. Rather, he condemns the abortion itserf.
Regardless of whether or not abortion, divorce, and

euthanasia can be considered injustices in themselves, they
can be better understood when the context of what causes

thern to occur is considered. Durand does not consider that
there may be an injustice of equar importance to divorce or
abortion, for example, that causes peopre to divorce one

another or to choose to abort.
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For Durand, moreover, Mary of Nazareth, the virgin
Mary, the moder of r"roman as faithful- and obedient, is an

ideal for the entire church (2o), not onry because of her
ovrn immaculate conception (15), but also because of her
physical and perpetual virginity (16). This emphasis on

Maryrs body echoes the sentÍments expressed in the saavedra

articre, where Maryrs unbreakabl-e hymen legitimizes her
motherhood of the divine, as her virginal maternÍty is the
way in which humankind Ís reconcired with God (16).

Completely dependent upon the literal manifestations of
the acceptance of Godts wirl in her body, Mary as virgin
achieves a status approaching divinity, albeit short of it.
she is mother of both of Jesusrnatures, human and divine,
and is therefore capable of mothering the entire church, but
she is only capabre of this motherhood because of the
physical manifestation of her obedience to God in her
biologicar virginity. Although Mary brings hope of new l_ife
she is not a saviour or liberator, but rather only mother as

a virgin. Durand does not describe how women can actually
follow this exampre of motherhood : the literarness of
Maryrs body seems so important, yet so distant from the
common woman in the peruvj_an church. Apart from certain
moral rures established by the officiar church over the
years, Durandrs definition of the acceptance of Godrs will
appears to be a sirnple acceptance of fate. probrems in the
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vtorld today, he states, are due to agnosticisrn, divorce, and

abortioni the distancing between God and the worId.

6. Mary, lVoman of Silence

Perhaps one of the most revealing articr_es wriLten by a

supporter of the conservative faction of the peruvian church
is the article, rrMarÍa, La Mujer de] Silencio,r! written by
Germán Doig. Doig argues that in the worrd in which we live
today, people are rosing sirence. According to Doigr wê

live in a culture of noise:

man at present is sick with noise; he suffersfrom the noj-se of the streets, but aboveeverything he suffers from the noise that haspenetrated his very beingrr (my translation).2ó
Doigts analysis is based upon the assumption that noise

is a probrem in itsel-fr âs he does not appear interested in
examining the reasons why the noise exists. According to
Doig, people shour-d rediscover the silence that they have
lost (50). By doing this people wirr r... recuperate the
essence/sense of life, (my translation¡rr2z as the human

being/spirit i-s most effected by this t-ack of sil_ence. This
argument overlooks the rearity of oppression which causes

many Latin American people to create noise. For exampre,

?u -': .-- tEll hombre actuaÌ está enfermo de ruido; sufre de rabuli-a de l-as calIes, pero sobre todo padece por eI rui¿o quãha penetrado dentro de él mismor' (Ooig I}BT: 49) .
27 u . . . recuperar el- sentido de vidan.
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the noise of Limars core area is caused mostly by

unemployment, lack of transportation services, lack of
adequate vehícres for transportation, robberies due to
economic crisis, etc... . Doigrs advocation that peopJ_e

rediscover silence amounts to recommending that peopre

suffer their oppressive states si]ently. Doig implies that
the noise is worse than the reason for the noise.

Doig presents Mary as the model of silence. The smal_t

amount of information about Mary in the Bible, according to
Doig, is a profound refl-ection upon her character (54).
Doig states that there is not much written about Maryr âs

not many words recorded in the Bibre which are hers. she is
therefore a silent rÁ/oman, he writes (55). This silence is
not to be perceived as a rr. . . . mere absence, but rather as a
profound presence | . . . (my transration¡ rr28 from which she

learned fidelity to God and to humanity (59). Al-though Doig
says it, is through silence that peopre rearn about God, this
way of knowing about God does not support those who wish to
survive the reality of peru. Instead, Doigrs advocation of
silence is blatantly supportive of oppressive societal
structures and attÍtudes.

sl-no como presencia p1ena, ..
47
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Conclusions

The enjoyment of sexual- pleasure, the desire for sexual-

relations which are not procreative, and control over
reproduction are, in these menrs view, deviations from the
established norms of the church (identified by these men as

the morar order or moral law). Motherhood is inevitable
for any woman who is sexualty active, âs it is not right, in
these menrs view, for woman to contror their bodyrs

reproductive potential. Any woman who is obedient to the
dictates of the moral raw is therefore either virgin or
mother. As Maryrs maternity and virginity saved womankind

from Evers egotisrnr so wirr motherhood save hroman from her
undignified stature of hymen-lessness. ultinatery, the
burden of childbirth and child rearing cleanses v¡omanrs

spiritual state tarnished by her rost hymen, although woman

is not cleansed completery as she can never be virgin and

mother simultaneously, Iike Mary.

These authorst emphasis on the body, both Maryrs and

hlomanrs, combined with their apparent ignorance of bodily
functions and of the sociar circumstances in which bodies
live, results in the objectification of woman and of Mary.

Both v/oman and Mary I s actions are dictated by the 'divj_ne
moral Ia\nrrrr a raw which is said to supersede the rear j-ties
of daily life both in Mary's day and in todayrs society.
However, more accuratery, it reflects the experience or lack
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of experience of the authors. The rigidity of these norms
forces women to fit into the mourd established by the
church, ot to be laberred as sinfur, and. is thus essentialry
an image by which v/omen are shown conditional acceptance and

controlled by church doctrine.
!üoman as mother is the passive receiver of a morar_

order which seerningJ_y rfal_l_s from the sky.rr Like Mary,
r¡¡oman as mother is the faith-firled mother, not in the
active sense of the word expressed by r_iberation theorogians
(see chapter Two), but in the passive sense of accepting a

will other than her own: she is essentiar-J-y obedient, the
v¡oman of silence. The image of woman as mother in these
texts does not charlenge the oppressive norms of society,
but rather sacralizes them, âs the dictates of womanrs body
and of society in generar are accepted without questioning.

These issues are not, hohrever, accepted without
questioning by feminist theologians. These issues
concerning both womanrs body and Maryrs body are problematic
for contemporary theoJ-ogians, as the documentation of the
inadequacy of these traditionalist views constitute a group
of religious scholarship all of its own. Just as liberatj_on
theologians have rejected the assumption that the church can
be apolitical in regards to class struggle (ca1ling the
church to be a church for the poor as opposed to a church
for the rich) r so have ferninist theologians chalrenged the
church to support a feminist as opposed to a sexist
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perspecti-ve.2e ultimately, these theol0gical_ movements

reject the idea that objectivÍty is possible and desirabr-e.
To the extend that traditionarists in peru continue to
support the assumption that the churchrs tradition can be
ímpartial, they continue to support a theological framework
which is oppressive toward women.

2e The articles by Ruether 1-g6gt l-g-r4 and the article by BaI1-985, are exemplary of this movementrs criticisms of theofficiar voice of the Roman cathoric church.
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CHAPTER TWO

This chapter examines the images of lt!üoman as mother'
as expressed in texts of the peruvian liberation theoJ_ogy
movement. since most texts do not deal with r^/omen apart
from images of Mary of Nazareth, my study focuses on images
of rtwoman as nerþs¡rr transmitted by particular images of
Mary' prer-iminary to this study, r qualify the position of
the texts under examination within the context of the
liberation theology movement generarly, and specificarry the
posture of the author most under question, Gustavo
Gutiérrez.

l-. Vthy Guti érrez?

Gustavo Guti-érrez first coined the term ,!1i_berati_on
theologyrr in L96g during a conference at Chimbote.3o The

26 fn March, lgg', I visited some non_governmentalorganizations in chimt"iJ. one of the ãrganizers-of 'La casade ta Muje¡" to'r¿ r" th;t._f.r.y;u;;-u;o there hrere cases ofbubonic plague in """ 
- 
oã Ërr" shänty tã=wns that surround theclty' There had not been ga-rtrage pi!r-"Ë for more than a yearand a half because the =qg"ty 

-åîi=*or"r" 
not officiarJ_yrecogniz"d by__!le.m¡:1icip.iity.' ï";;""r1ry , reer, rhe firstii=iit3t"Tti1"" which'óuia ¡Lsi" å""äËiu.;i", ;;;"-;eporred

The main sources of empl0yment arq work in the fishprocessing plants. The ã¡ur,äu.,ä. or Ë-ni''r,g path graffiti
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conference was sponsored by oNrs, a social analysis group
formed in March, 1-968, consisting of sixty priests and
twenty laypersons. shortly after its commencement twenty-
eight more priests incruding Guti-érrez joined the group.
These latecomers, whose perspectives r¡/ere more radicar_ than
the original membersr, soon dominated the grouprs plan of
action (K1aiber 19BB: 381).

oNrs r ti-mely formation occurred ress than eight months
before the rr Latin American Episcopar- conference at
MedellÍn, coI0mbÍa (CELAM rr), and the coincidingr peruvian
rnilitary coup dtetat led by General- Juan Verasco Alvarado.
According to church historian, Jeffrey Kraiber, both the
Medel1Ín conference and oNrs were not representative of the
entire Latin American and peruvian clergy. Klaiber argues
that Gutiérrez and others like-minded were actualry a smaI1
ninority within the peruvian clergy and the Latin American
clergy as a whole (3g1-3). Their success in many v/ays can
be accredited to good timingr âs the accessibility of the
.ELAM rr conference and the radicar_ formation of the ver_asco
qovernment gave these priests a public forum. oNrs directly
contributed to the reforms of the ver_asco grovernment, notes
Kraiber, as it made direct pronouncements in favour of the

around the town refrects the despai_r of the exploited workers.Fortunately r arrived in crrimËotË á"J'auv before strikersclosed off a section oi the pan amåii".r, Highway betweenchinbote and Truj irIo. wrr"., r left trre bus was forcða to stopthree times ro áerour aråuna rocks u"Jä;;; ;î'"::ä on rhehighway bv srrikers- i-ii"a it =1g.,iii"u't that the wordslrliberation theology', rãrã-rirst =p"i;;'in =uch a place.
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governmentrs reforms through pastoral letters and newspaper

publications (381-3). rt became obvious that the government

wanted to maintain good relations with this qroup when in
1-97L (the same year as Gutierrez published A Theology of
Liberation in spanish), velasco ousted Armando Artola from

his position as Minister of the rnterior after he imprisoned
Bishop Luis Bambarén for performing the mass in the invaded
territory of rrPamplonarr (401-2) .31

Relations between the peruvi-an riberation theology
group and the state became much more ambiguous during the
l-975-l-980 rule of Generar Morales Bermudez, writes Kraiber.
The church withdrew from the public vj-ew, he states, and

tolerated the injustices of the ru]-ing government as Morarez

Bermudez had promised to rej_nstate the electoral process at
the end of his f ive year rul-e (4rz). rt was during this
time also that the peruvian riberation theology group was

changing its strategy, notes Klaiber, in the very period
that liberation theology became infl_uentj_ar worrd-wide.
unfortunatery along with the attention came criticism and

confricts between factions of the Latin American church
expressed most vividly in the debate over the documents to
the 1"979 CELAM rrr conference at puebra, Mexico (Klaiber
4r7) (see cox 1988). whereas Gutiérrez activeJ_y and openly

31 This area
characterized
Lima that has

nohl cal-1ed rrvilla El sal_vadoril and isbeing one of the shanty towns surrounding
most organized grassroots movement.

l-s
by
the
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contributed to cEr,AM rr, he was not invited to cErÀM rrr and

participated unofficially only as an advisor.
Àpart from the significant influence Gutiérrez had

within oNrs and the work he did to promote and preserve

liberation theology at the cEr,AM conferences, Gutiérrez has

also aided the movementrs promotion through his writing.
His I97L publication of TeoloqÍa de la Liberación:
Perspectivas gave the movement a name and an identity. His
publications, TeologÍa desde eI reverso de la
história(1-977) | La Fuerza de los pobres: selección de

Trabajos (1978) , Beber en su propio pozo. En el itinerario de

un Pueblo(l-983), Habrar de Dios desde el sufrimiento del
rnocente. una refrexión sobre er ribro de Job(1986) are

amongst his most renowned. and have been translated into
numerous languages.32 He has participated in so many

international conferences and symposiums that, âs Robert

McAfee Brown states, he could pass all his time l_ecturing at
intellectual centres throughout the worl-d if he so chose

(l-e80 z 27) .

For the most part, ho$/ever, Gutiérrez spends his time
in Peru, organizing summer courses and working with an

intimate group at the rnstituto Bartoromé de Las casas in

sz other publications incl-ude: Lineas pastorales de Lafglesia en América Latina (1968), Li
Robert schaull, 1977), gr oios de la vida (tggãJ---iã verdadlos.hará libres: confrontaciones (1986¡, oios o et oro en lasrndiAs (Siqlo XVII (1989) , nt Oios' 'ae@
Gutiérrez also has pubrished ffi 'eithär
individually or as parts of books.
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Rimac. The rrJornad.as de Reflexión Teológicaril sponsored by
The Pontificia universidad católica del perú in conjunction
with The rnstituto Bartolomé d.e Las casas, are orgianized by
Gutiérrez and his network of theorogians at the
ínstitute.33 Although the courses feature numerous

speakers, Gutiérrez is arways highlighted as the first and

the last speaker. Many of the contributors to the reviews
Allpanchis and páginas and persons published by cEp

frequently quote or openly state that they take on the
perspective of Gutiérrezrs A Theology of Liberation (see
Lora 1-985: 1r-). These internal factors together with the
fame he has gained worrd-wide and the importance of his
participation at the CELAM conferences have made Gutiérrez a

leader and rore model within r-iberation theorogy groups in
and out of his country.

Generally Gutiérrezts discourse may be somewhat serf-
lirnited in order to avoi-d direct conflicts that other
outspoken theologians have had with the vatican which have
led to their sirencing. Gutiérrez and other liberation
theologians from peru in the 'Jórnadas de Reflexión
Teólogicat' often quote pope John paul_ rr and previous popes

and church documents in their presentations. rt appears

33 The rrJornadasr are often referred to as the 'summercourses.t They are hetd in August for one week and inFebruary /l'trarch f or two or three weeks . They have been ongoingfor 21 years.
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that every atternpt is made to present their ideas as

affirming past and present official church teaching.
rt is therefore not surprisi-ng that texts dealing with

woman and womenrs issues within the riberation theology
movement in Peru are few and simply tend to describe womenrs

rearity of oppression rather than to refrect upon it. such

texts are often informative but rarery offer any prans of
action to combat the situation, nor do they denounce that
which oppresses or aids in oppressing rÁ/omen. As yet, it
appears that the focus of the peruvian group has been to
make people av¡are that women are oppressed in a manner that
does not in any v/ay appear confrontational.34

only recentry has Gutiérrez focused upon Ì¡/oman through
the figure of Mary, for example in the chapter, ilSanto es Su

Nombrerr (Holy is His Name) , in his book, EI Dios de la vida
(December 1989). tsanto es su Nombrer is an exproration of
the character, Mary of Nazareth, and an estimation of her as

exemplifying life under the influence of the Holy spirit and

as thus capabre of talking about God. rn this work

Gutiérrez states that there are many similarities between

Mary of Nazareth and poor women riving today in Latin
America. Gutiérrezrs text is chosen here as representative

34 This is obvious by examining alr- the articr-es written ineither Páginas or Aúpanchis iicl-uded in the bibriãgraphy.Rarely do the authors of these texts hypothesize why ihere isoppression of women and what can be a"-n" to combat it. Thearticles appear to be focused on inforrnation rather thanreflection.
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of the Peruvian liberation theology movementrs image of
rrhroman as motherr r! because the text considers women ín Latin
America in their simirarity to Mary of Nazareth, who has

traditionally been imagined as rmotherr and rvirginr(see

chapter one). Gutiérrezrs significant rore within the
movement as a whole is the chief reason why this text is
held up as exempJ-ary of the peruvian movementrs perception
of rrlr/oman as mother.t That there are few texts wrítten
about woman in general and onJ-y one by Gutiérrez written
about woman makes the serection of the chapter ,santo es su

Nombrerr that much easier. prior to this text Gutiérrez
briefly mentions r¡¡omen in the revised introduction to A

Theology of Liberation and discusses womenrs oppression in
an interview with Elsa Tamez in her book, Against Machismo.

My examination of the image of woman as mother wirl_

therefore incl-ude some consideration of these texts but wil_I
focus upon the chapter, rrsanto es Su Nombre.rt

2. rrSanto es Su Nombre: Mary as rrWomanrl

The irnage of Mary as rMother/Virginrr is an image that
both North and south American feminists have identified as

oppressive (see chapter Three). This irnage of Mary as a

biotogicar paradox, both mother and virgin simultaneousry,
has, by definition, excruded women from fulL participation
within the catholic church (see Ruether 1974, Ba1 l_985).
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Gutiérrez deemphasizes this irnage, stating that Maryrs

maternity is a syrnbol of her faith shown in her active
commitment to God ( j_989: 326-331) . Mary's virginity is, for
Gutiérrez, symbolic of her comprete commitment to God and

the complete presence of God in her (340). rn both cases,

Gutiérrez does not state that these images are points of
departure for an analysis of Maryrs character. He mentions
both of these images briefry in reference to other aspects
of Maryrs character which he chooses to highlight, and in no

way does he mention them, mother and virgin, in rel_ation to
one another. vühat Gutiérrez does identify as central- to
Maryrs character is her being ilwoman.rr

rnstead of emphasising that Maryrs body was witness to
a miracre, as traditional theologians do when they focus
upon Maryrs paradoxi-car virginar motherhood, Gutiérrez
chooses to emphasis Maryts bodyr or her womanhood, in
relation to other bodies in her society. vühat exalts Mary,

in Gutiérrezrs vievr, is the reality of oppression and

marginalÍzation she experiences in her dairy life as a hroman

in a sexist Judaic society. He writes:
Mary speaks to us about God from her position as awoman. îh" belongs to the feminine sex,marginarize$, and. despised/neglected by males. rtis clearly impossibr-e to sepaiate Mary from herfeminine condition; she is decr-ared bressed notonly as a believer, but as wel_I as a woman. Shewill be caIled because of this rbr-essed amongstall women. r To neglect this is to refuse tounderstand that which God wanted to reveal to usthrough her, and to sr-ant the sentiment that theGospel addresses in respect to Jesusr rel_ation tohis mother and \,romen. Here the acts of the Lord
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introduce a transforming seed that has not alwavs
been valued by his followers (my transtation).3f

Gutiérrez encounters Mary in an historj-caI setting where

societar realities and attitudes play a rnajor role in
fonning her relatíonship with and faith in God; she is
fundamentally in relation to others.

This point of departure corresponds to one of the
premises of liberation theology: that experience and

relation to others in society as opposed to theory, is the
proper point of departure for tarking about God, or doing
theology. God, for riberation theol-ogians, is not a Being

that merely reigns above the daily rife of humanity,

separate and other than what humankind feels and

experiences. Rather, they assert, God is that which is
constantly in rel-ation to rife and humankind, as God. is that
which is Life. rn Gutiérrezrs interview with El-sa Tamez he

states that tr... to take a certain reality as a starting
point and to refrect upon it and from within it is a central
tenet of our rnethodorogyr (rg!7: 46). Gutiérrezrs study of
Mary demonstrates that, in his view, this rnethodol_ogy not

35rrMarÍa nos habla de Dios en su cal-idad de rnujer. pertenece
al sexo femenino, marginado, y despeciado por ra prepotenciamascurina. Es claro que no es posinte separar a MarÍa de sucondición feminina; el_Ia es dectarada bienaventurada no sóloen tanto que.creyente sino tarnbién como rnujer, será llamadapor eso lrbendita entre todas las rnujeres.rr ñejar esto de ladoes neg'arse a comprender 10 que Dios quiere revel-arnos a travésde e1Iq, y sosrayar eI sentido que tienen ros textosevangéIicos en que Jesús se dirige a sü madre y a las mujeres.La practica del señor introduõe en este pinto en germentransformador que no siempre ha sido reconociao y valorado porsus seguJ-dores (3l_t¡ . 'r
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onl-y pertains to peopre trying to create a discourse about
God today, but also to people such as Mary of Nazareth who

had a close relationship with God in the past.
The focus upon Maryrs experience as a marginal_ized

member of her society arso corresponds to a second tenet of
liberation theology, that being the rpreferentiar option for
the poor. " Gutiérrez quotes the documents from CELAM rrr at
Puebla, Mexico stating:

ttTh" poor are not only in need of rnaterial goods, butarso in the rearm of Ëuman dignity, they arã in need ofa complete social and poriticar párticiþation. rn thiscategory we first encounter our indigenãus, countrypeopre, workers, the marginar-ized peopre oi tne cily,and very especiatly, the woman or Lnese social sect-ors,because of her condition as doubry oppressed andmarginalized. lrle are s_e.e!¡g in hãr the l-ast of thelastrr (ny translation) .s6 37

Gutiérrez states that Mary is significant because of her
position as one of the rtlast of the rastrr or the poorest of
the poor. From the outset of the study it. is evident that
Gutiérrezrs presentation of Mary affirms the premises of
liberation theorogy as his method for anarysj-s here does not
contradict the methodorogy of l-iberation theol_ogy.

36 In the footnote #ø given
although this quote is taken
document it was presented in
working document.

by Gutiérrez he explains that
from a footnote of the puebla
the body of the text of the

tanbiénr êr'r er prano de ra dignidad humana, carecen de unaprena partÍcipación sociar- y porÍtica. En esta categorÍa seencuentran princi-palmente entre nuestros ináÍgenas,campesinos, obreros, marginados de Ìa ciudad y, --*rry 
enespecial, Ia mujer de esos sectores sociales, por sü'condicióndobremente oprinida y marginada,, (n.13-3s,n.z) çø¡. se tratapues de 1o último de Io úÌtino (1989 z 3I2)
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As it is Mary's position as a member of the poorest of
the poor that leads Gutiérrez to present her as an exampre

of someone who has a close relationship with codr38

Gutiérrez al-so is implying that Latin American r¡/omen, being
the poorest of the poor, have a croser rerationship to God

than their male counterparts. He mentions the incredibre
commitment and sensítivity women show toward others in
christian base communities al-1 over Latin America and

acknowredges that h/oments participation is of primary
importance (3r-4). rt is Mary's posítion as poorest of the
poor that leads Gutiérrez Eo state that she is under the
influence of the Holy spirit and thus capabre of speaking

about God. By valuing Mary's poverty, Gutiérrez not only
uphords Latin American v/omen as more capable christians and

more capable spiritual leaders than Latin American men, but
also makes Mary accessibl-e to these h¡omen. The often stated
critique of the traditional-ist image of Mary as

mother/virgin is that hromen cannot biologically rerate to
her. The irnage of Mary as a poor woman marginalized by

classism and sexism is an irnage that Latin American hromen

can relate to and by which they can find incrusion in the
church. Mary is just like them.

t: The purpose of the rast two chapters of the book, EL Diosde La vida is to ans\^rer the question, rrHo\a/ can p"opi" tarkabout God?. '! Mary and Job are given as examples or- pe-opre whowere capable of talking about God because of being-und.er theinfluence of the Holy Spirit.
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rn keeping with the tendency of the group of l-iberation
theologians in peru to avoid confrontation, Gutiérrez does

not present this image of Mary in contrast to any

traditionarist image. A direct denunciation of the churchrs
images of Mary as mother/vírgín woul-d do little to herp

Gutiérrezts political situation within the church. rnstead,
it appears, Gutiérrez reries on his read.erf s ability to
infer denunciations and char]enges which he cannot openly

state.

Doing thus, one can see that Gutiérrezrs depiction of
Mary as a poor woman who is a living subject in relation to
others confricts with the more sterile, objectified image of
Mary as mother/virgín. Gutiérrez writes that the abstract
adoration of Tároman often exists when women are oppressed in
reality: rrIo]ne praises women in abstract, but disregards
them in concretet (my translation).3e Gutiérrez impries
that such can be the case between the elevation of the image

of Mary and the actual situation of women in the church:
rrThere is not.a just struggre for the rights of themarginarized in the socieÈy if that strufgle does notinclude the struggre for the rights or wornen; if herrights are not recognized we live in a sick society.
The poor belong to a sociaf cl-ass, but also to a race,a culture, and a sex. They are not juxtaposed aspects,but form a complete picture that protects the conceptof poverty from being reduced to only one of its
expressions.

Paradoxicaì_ly, what resul-ts from this is thedisproportion that we find many times in the church

39 tt[s]e ensalza a Ia mujer en abstracto, pero se l-e subestimaen concretorr (3tZ-3¡ tt.
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between the role of Mary and the bel-ittlement of $¡omen'l
(rny translation) . rrao

Gutiérrez continues by stating that it is often
difficult to counteract oppressíve cuttural norms especially
when one has contributed to those norms. He then states
that many christian thinkers have affj-rrned cultural norms

that are opposed to the christian message. The lack of
concern for the rights of women, identified by cutiércez as

a product of a sick society, is what he believes reads to
the disproportion between Maryrs rore and the role of women

in the church. Here Gutiérrez indirectry denounces sexism

within the church and thereby al-so d.enounces any tradj_tional
images of Mary which are sex j_st.

By describing Maryrs womanhood as foremost a posture by

which she is Ín reration to other peopre in her society,
Gutiérrez indirectJ-y chaJ-lenges the churchrs image of
womanhood as private, the image of rwoman as motherrl

confined by domestic Iife. His l-ack of concern for Maryrs

body as an object divinely manipurated, contrasts the
official churchts position concerning that which makes Mary

40 
.rrNo hay en efecto una justa lucha por l-os reclamos deguienes son marginados por ra sociedad- si en elros no seincluye los de Ia mujer; si sus derechos no son reconocidosvivimos en una sociedad enferma. EI pobre pertenece a unacrase sociar, pero tarnbién a una raza, a una curtura, a unsexo. No son aspec-tos yuxtapuestos, e]Ios forman un complejoentramado que inpide reducir el pobre a una sola de susvertientes.

Resulta paradójica, por eso, r-a desporporción que
encontramos muchas veces en l_a rgl_esia entre er þaper que sele reconoce a María y la poca valoración de ra mujär (3rJ-a¡ . rt
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holy, her pregnancy and virginal motherhood. lvhereas the
traditionat churchrs images of womanhood and Mary lead many

to conclude that womanhood is equal to motherhood,

Gutiérrezrs inagining of Mary and womanhood makes no

relation between the two. what is most important for
Gutiérrez is not how woments bodies dictate their rives, but
rather how other bodies, other peopre in the society,
dictate v¡omenrs l-ives through social- organizations and how

I¡/omen reSpond.

Relating to Gutiérrez's presentation of Mary as

foremost a woman oppressed by the society in which she

l-ives, is hÍs sub-argument concerning the equality of men

and wornen. Just as he says that many theologians have

affirmed cultural norms as opposed to the wirr of God, so he

says that many biblical texts ref]ect the cultural norm of
sexism as opposed to the wilr of God that men and hromen are
equal. Gutiérrez bases this argument upon an anarysis of
the Genesis creation stories.

Arthough Gutiérrez berieves that many texts in both ord
an New Testaments succumb to cul_turar norms as opposed to
the will of God in regard to the equality between men and

T¡romen, the Genesis creation stories, in his view, escape

such cultural infruence. The sel_ection of this text for a

dictate of the will of God concerning human relations
appears to be arbitrary. At least Gutiérrez does not give
any reason why the Genesj-s text is special in this regard.
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His argument is based on his understanding of the role of
woman as rrhelpertr in Genesis 2:lg,ZO. According to
Gutiérrez, the word rthelperr taken from the Hebrew word
tezer! is best understood as ilto be together withrr as this
is what is rnost significant about a herper or auxiriary
person. The word therefore does not denote the conseguent

inferiority of v/omen (31-5-6). From the first creation story
found in Genesis j,227, Gutiérrez asserts, men and women v¡ere

created equally in the image of God (3r-5). Thus the true
plan of God concerning human beings is, for Gutiérrez, that
men and r¡/omen are equal as shown in Genesis r:27 and

complementary as shown in the Genesis 2:j_B-23 text, leading
Gutiérrez to state that r'[e]1 ser humano tiene una

indeclinable vocación comunitaríar' (31_6) .11

Gutiérrez continues to support the equality of the
sexes by showing the important rol-e v/omen played in the
ministry of Jesus. This presentation is inspired by

Elisabeth schussrer Fiorenzars book, rn Memory of Her, A

Gutiérrez refers to this book and affirrns schussler
Fiorenzars assumption that biblical- texts, although being
written by people who succumb to cultural norms whi-ch are
sexist, can be dissected in order to reveal the rear non-
sexist story. Thís technique of ferreting out a hidden text

41 trthe human being has an indecrinable vocation to l_ive incommunitytt (my translation) .
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from behind a text has been questioned by some schorars (see

Bal l-985). rnstead of delving into an anarysis of this
approach in general, which would be too involved for this
thesis project, it is perhaps more important to guestion why

Gutiérrez berieves that this methodology is even necessary

to prove the equality of men and women.

Perhaps his use of scripture in support of his craim is
due to the politics of his own church community, that he

cannot speak in favour of the l-iberation of women without
risking serious reprimands from church authorities. Just as

liberation theologians in peru often present their views as

mere restatements of the official- church, Gutiérrez may use

scriptural backing to legitimate himsel-f before church

authorities.

rt seems impossible, in my view that a text identified
by cutiérrez as sexist is capabre of dictating the truth
concerning themes such as equaÌity between the sexes, âs

this is the very thing that he states that it is guilty of
negating. Although Gutiérrezrs argument superficially gains

more strength here, it is profoundly weakened by his
selection of the Genesis texts as a dictate, and the
importance he praces upon the very impossible methodology of
ferreting a non-sexist message out of a sexist text.
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3. Mary as rrBelievertt/Activist,

After presenting Mary as fundamentally a poor woman,

Gutiérrez explores two other main irnages, that of Mary as

rrbelieverrr and Mary as ttdaughter of her people.r! These two

images represent an expansion of the first image of Mary as

a poor v/oman. Gutiércez hightights the active character of
Maryrs faith in her status as rtbeliever.r Her comprete

faith in God, expressed both in active commitment to and

coll-aboration with the spirit, enabres Mary to talk about

God as a daughter of her people.

fn dealing with the image of Mary as belj_ever,

Gutiérrez states that the depiction of Mary as a servant of
God is often transl-ated incorrectly. According to
Gutiérrez, the Hebrew word rt rebedr most often translated as
rrservanttt is not best understood as someone who is
subordinate or inferior (328). Gutiérrez states:

servants are those who announce the message of theLord, states Luke citing JoeI (He. 2,IB), they arealso the preachers of Jerusal-em (He. 4,29) as paul
and Silas (my translation).az

rr I Ebedrr, writes Guti-érrez, is best translated as one who

f inds belonging in God. Mary \,üas such a person in
Gutiérrezrs view as

42 rrsiervos son 1os
Lucas citando a JoeI
de Jerusalén (He. 4 |
(328) . il

que anuncian eÌ mensaje del Señor, dice
(He.2,18), son también los predicadores
29) , asÍ como Pabl_o y Silas (He. 16,L7)
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[s]he is not linited to l_isten and accept the cal-I
of God; her faith is a free act, The forceof the Spirit summons her to an activeparticipation; it is the collaboration of someone
who understands Godfs work (my translation).45

As a servant or rebed Gutiérrez shows Mary to be the
announcer of the message of eod; one who finds belonging

with God. This íntimate contact Mary has with God leads
Gutiérrez Eo state that she is t. . . conscious of everything
that her acceptance of God's will involvesr (ny

translation).aa Gutiérrez thus shatters the image of Mary

as passive.

rn no way is this image of Mary as believer passive,
for Gutiêrrez. He depicts Mary as an active partner in a

divine happeni-ng, fulty a\¡/are of what her commitrnent

entails. Gutiérrez describes Maryrs maternity as r... more

than a personal gift it, is a gift to al-r hurnanity in Mary

a gift that is given to a person to benefit all of the
communityrr (rny translati-on) .45 Maryrs faith, according to
Gutiérrez, entails action and participation in the plan of
God. rnseparable from Maryrs faith, writes Gutiérrez, is
her maternity; " [s]he is mother in her body and in her

o= rr[e]lIa no se lirnita a escuchar y aceptar su anuncio; su fees un acto libre
eIIa una participación activa; es 1a col-aboración de alguienque se sabe en manos de Dios eZe-ø¡.n
44 rr. . . consciente de todo l-o que impJ-ica su aceptacion de lavoluntad de Diost' (329) .

45 rr. . . más que un don personar es un don a Ia humani-dad enMarÍa un don que se da a la persona para beneficio de l_a
comunidadrr (329) .
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faith, or more exactry what happens in her body is owing to
her faithtt (rny translation).4ó

Apparently this second image of Mary as

activist/beriever is an extension of the image of Mary as

v¡oman. As active col-laborator with the spirit and one who

actively changes her society through her openness to God and

her commitment to others, Maryrs stance as one who is
conscious of the irnplications of her choice leads her to be

a physical and spiritual mother figure. she is someone who

gives herself to the community because of her commitment to
God. rn the February t r99o session of the 'Jórnadas de

Reflexión, rr women are identified as one of the chief
defenders of life in the country, exampJ-es of those who

berieve in a God of Life because they work in CEBS and other
grassroots organizations which riteralry sustain the tives
of their community.

Gutiérrezrs description of Maryrs maternity as a symbol

of active commitment to God and to others in community

corresponds to this reality of Latin American vromen working
in grassroots organizations. Most anaryses of womenrs

particípation in grassroots organizations concl-ude that
r¡/omen participate out of the need to sustain the rives of
their community simpty because they are the ones who are

responsibre for providing food for their children. They

a6 n¡elIla es madre en su cuerpo y en su fe, o más exactemente
1o es en su cuerpo debido a su feil (330).
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participate from their position as mothers in the community

and it Ís from their position as mothers that r^¡omen are

transforming their rearity. Gutiérrezrs depiction of Mary

as beriever reads as a description of what peruvian poor

$tomen are doing today in a society where maternity is
eguated with commitment to the community (see chapter Four).

4. Mary as rrDaughter of Her PeopJ_etl

The l-ast of Gutiérrez ts three main images of Mary is
the image of Mary asrrdaughter of her people.' rt is from

this posture as a'tdaughter of her peopler,rhe states, that
Mary is able to speak about God. This rast main image tends

to encompass the previous two images. Mary as a daughter of
her people is in solidarity with them.

As described in the MagnifÍcat, writes Gutiérrez, Mary

affinns this solidarity. Gutiérrez states that it. is
important to understand the proper translation of the word
tthumility: used to describe Mary in Luke L:47,48:

rni éspiritu se alegra en Dios mí salvadorl
porque ha puesto 1os ojos en l-a humildad de su
esciava. a7 -

According to Gutiérrez, the word

humility translates ttapeinosisrrr a term that hasa clear connotation of misery and oppression, ...rrTapeinosísrr frequently tranèlates iñ UeUrev¡ asrronirr which expresses the affl_iction resulting

47 This biblical passage is taken from 'santo es su Nombrerr,p.338.
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from the servitude of the people (ny
translation¡ .aB ce

rt is because of her posture as daughter of her people, âs a
person belonging to and having soridarity with an oppressed

community, that Gutiérrez berieves she is abl-e to know Godrs

character. The central- message of her discourse, according
to Gutiérrez, is found in the second. harf of verse 49 when

Mary procraims, trsanto es su nombrer. Arthough there are

other verses of the Magnificat that represent Gutiérrezrs
presentation more fully, he chooses, most likely for
political reasons, to encapsulate Maryrs message by the
bland statement, rrHoly is His name.rr

5. Mary as rrSuf ferertt

Apart from these three main images of Mary, Gutiérrez
also presents the image of Mary as rsufferer. r Àlthough
Gutiérrez praces this image under the heading of Mary as
rrberieverrrr it is invorved enough to warrant special
attention here. This image of Mary as sufferer is
significant, according to Gutiérrez, because the poor in
Latin America find it irnportant. He quotes an interview

48 see Gutiérrez I footnote #21 on the same page for moredetailed translation of the verb, tapeinóo.
ae rr ¡hJunildad traduce tapéinosis, términio que tiene una craraconnotación de miseria y opresión, Tapéinosis traduce confreguencia eI hebreo 'oni que expresa ta ailicción proveniente
de la servidumbre y de1 despojo . . .,'(339) .
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made $/ith an ord Andean man who is nearly brind and deaf.

The man says:

rrf only have this coca that our Holy Mother Mary
knew how to chew. Because of this, the coca is my
nourishment, my coffee, my everything; only this
coca serves me. fn my pain and in my joys, eating
nothing more than thi; coca, r pass my-fifå, ...r1
(my translation) .50

He continues to exprain that he berieves Mary chewed coca

leaves to help her deal with the pain she experienced

because of her sonrs death. Gutiérrez uses this interview
to show how sufferj-ng is an important aspect of indigenous

spírituality. rn alr of perú, suffering is crearly a major

characteristic of popurar rerigion, as the peopre carry the
heavy weight of the saints on their shoulders and wark mil_es

often barefoot or on their knees.51 statues of christ in
Peruvian churches most often have an extraordinary amount of
blood running from their wounds and generatly appear ress

50 rt. . . só1o tengo esta coca que nuestra madre MarÍa santÍsimala sabÍa morder. Por eso esta coca es mi arimento, mi café,mi todo; sólo esta coca me sirve. En ras penasr êr1 lasalegrÍas, comiendo esta coca nomás paso mi vida, señor....(334)".
51 Popular religion or rrreligiosidad popurarr! refers to thereligious cul-ture that is distinct from the organized church.
Every virlage has its own designated saint. A representation
of the saint is paraded about the vi]]age in Ìong- process j-ons
at various times of the year. such rerigious piaðtices have
been used to maintain rerigious belief in areas where priests
and other religious workers coul-d rarely visit more ttran oncea year. rn Lima there are processions of rEl- señor de Los
Milagrostr ín the month of November. These processions are thelargest in Peru, gathering thousands at a tirne. Theseprocessions are fundamentalJ-y cel-ebrations, however, they doinvolve suffering as the peopl-e have to l-iterarly carry tireirsaint, on their backs.
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glorious in comparison to European statues. For example,

the statue of christ in the cathedral in cajamarca is
colIoquialIy called the !'worried christ.t' Jesus is depicted
cross legged leaning over with his head resting on a bent

arm. rn the guide book to peru pubrished by Lonely pranet,

Rob Rachoweichi comments that Jesus looks like he could use

a good rrPisco Sourrrr a popul-ar peruvian cocktail, after a

hard day of miracle working.

Although this depiction of Mary chewing coca to soothe

her suffering shows the uniqueness of Andean spirituality,
it must be questioned whether the image of Mary as nla

dolorosarrr prevalent in aIr of Latin America, is a positive
image. rf Gutiérrez intends to suggest that an image takes
on the perspective of the poor simply by being popular

amongst the poor, then many images coul-d be identified as

taking on such a perspective even though they crearly are

created by a mindset which supports the interests of the
rich. such are the theologicar images that riberation
theologians have struggled to oppose, the holiness of the
poorrs passivity and suffering which will earn them reward.

in the rrnext life.rr As Gustavo Gutiérrez himself said in a

lecture at the rrJórnada' in February of l-990, just because

someone is poor s/he does not necessarily have an ,option

for the poor.tt There are many poor people who have

solidarity with the rich instead of the poor. Likewise,
just because this image of Mary as rrsuffererr is prevatent
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amongst the poor, it d not suggest that it is beneficiar to
them. This image courd be an image of Mary taken from the
standpoint of the rich who wish to pacify the poor. rt is
not sufficient, therefore, for Gutiérrez to say that this
image gives value and supports the struggles of the poor

sirnply because the poor bel_ieve it to be important.

Also ímportant to this study is an article written by

consuelo de Prado, a spanish nun working and collaborating
with liberation theologians in perú. This article, entitled
rrYo siento a Dios de otro Modorrlis important because it is
one of the first texts expricitly dearing with feninist
spirituality from within the tiberation theology group in
the country. The titre is inspired by peruvian author José

Arguedasf book, Todas Las sangres. The idea of rrfeeling God

in a di-fferent way'r was used by Arguedas to exemplify how

the poor people as opposed to the rich experience the
sacred. Pradofs exploration of feminist spirituarity leads

her to conclude that r,'/omenrs spirituatity is intirnately
connected with Mary. This text therefore proves herpfur in
interpreting the Gutiérrez text as it, offers another

interpretation of womenrs rearity and of Mary from within
the liberation theol-ogy group.
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6. Consuelo de Prado: rryo Siento a Dios de Otro Modorl

The article, rrYo Siento a Dios de Otro Mod.oril (I feel
God in a Different Way) by Consuelo de prado, offers an

understanding of suffering that ill-uminates the shortcomings

of Gutiérrezrs discussion. rn her presentation of feminist
spirituarity, Prado examines three main characteristics of
q¡omenrs lives, those being womenrs suffering, womenrs

ability to give thanks to God and womenrs strength. rn ar1

areas Prado concludes that women's spirituality is primarity
a Marian spirituality. prado outl-ines Maryrs posture as a
marginalized vromen doubry exploited by cl-ass struggre and

sexism, a hroman that is strong enough to overcome the
powerful, and is capable of worshiping God. The text
therefore proposes an understanding of feminist spj-rituarity
that complements GuLierrezrs examination of Mary.

Gutiérrezrs text appears to be an inverted version of
Pradors as he first focuses on Maryrs spirituality which

then leads him to v¡omenrs spirituality, whereas prado does

the opposite. The textrs more indepth survey of womenrs

suffering therefore may il-l-uminate the shortcomings of
Gutierrezrs presentation of Mary as rsufferer.rl

Prado states that the Latín American womenrs lives in
the popular sectors of society is equal to suffering.
Quoting the cEr,AM rrr document just as Gutiércea, she writes
that it is because of this great suffering that these r,üomen
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are able to understand the needs of others (3). rn the pain

of their dairy life, Prado writes, \,üomen become conscious of
their being and they find strength as they encounter the
meaning to their lives in their struggle to attain justice.
Prado states:

The experience of the trreligion of sufferingtt
which appears related to the woman from the poor
cÌasses, is transformed from within by the aðtion
of the HoIy Spirit that calls her to become
committed (my translation) .52

lrlomenrs suffering, in pradors vj-ew, is transformed into
capability. she compares Latin American rrromen to Mary at
the foot of the cross sharing the comprete suffering in
communion with her son (s). suffering in this perspective

takes on qualities sirnilar to the resurrection of Jesus, âs

there is a profound relationship drawn between powerlessness

and power or life and death.

Gutiérrez refers to the relationship between life and

death in his interview with Elsa Tamez. He tel-ls Tamez:

There is a profound spirituality of the poor
centered on the death/life dial-ectic. Faced with
their own death/Iife dialectic, even in the
biological sense, v/omen experience something that
men do not (1987: 44)

This diarectic, as Gutiércez refers to it, is a central
theme of the book, Muier: vÍctima de opresión, portadora de

Liberación by carmen Lora, ceciria Barnechea and Fryné

52 rrl,a experience
parecÍa abocada la
desde dentro por
compromiso (3) .tt

de una rrrel-igión de sufrimientor a l_a que
rnujer del pueblo pobrer Sê ve transforrnáda
la acción de EspÍritu que la mueve aI
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santisteban. Here the authors confirm pradors statement

that womenrs lives are equated with suffering. They state
that from this posture as oppressed women are able to
liberate their communities. Gutiérrez presentation of
Maryrs suffering in rrsanto es su Nombrer, however, d.oes not
show this sentiment of empor^/erment through suffering. His

concentration remains upon the abil-ity of poor people to
relate to Maryrs suffering. rf he intended for the reader

to go beyond this comparison to an understanding of this
death/life dialectic, he did not infer such in his brief
presentation.

Conclusions:

fn accordance with Iiberation theology generally,
Gutiérrezrs presentation has a definite bias. He crearly
intends to view the figure of Mary and the process of
tttarking about God'r in a way which supports the perspective

of the poorr âs opposed to the rich. rf Gutiérrez proposed

to take an objective standpoint he could be criticized for
the circularity of this argument, that his assumption that
God has a 'tpreferential option for the poor'r has Ìed hin to
conclude that being under the spirit's infruence means to
have such an option. He intends, ho!,/ever, to take such a

bias and propose such a circul-ar argument. Liberati-on
theology or rrtalk about Godr' is best done, in Gutiérrezrs
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opinion, when people are openly biased toward Iiberating the

poor and when they commit themselves to increasing that bias

in the ways in which they act and reflect upon that action'

Thís bías is initiated by the Christian belief that God

calls people to love one another and is, in Gutiérrezts

view, an affirmation of belief in a God of Life amidst an

unjust world.53

what is most irnportant is that Gutiérrez chooses Mary

to support the assumptions of Iiberation theology and that

he outlines her character as being very similar to Latin

American !üomen. Without directly saying so, Gutiérrez

presents Latin American v/omen as the most capable of doing

theology, âs he portrays Mary's status as an oppressed poor

!,roman as the key to her spirituality. As poorest of the

poor, and actively expressing their faith in God through

their commitment to others, these l{omen are the greatest

spiritual leaders of their communities. Gutiérrezrs

presentation is an affirmation of what ís already present in

his Peruvian reality. In Peru there are twice as many v,lomen

religious as men religious (see Mooney l-983: 5). Nuns often

take on responsibilities of complete parishes, performing

most of the functions of a priest (Idigoras l-991) . Most

Christian Base Communitities or CEBS are lead by wornen, and

53 This was the theme of Gutiérrezrs summer courses or
rrJórnadasrr that he organized in 1989-90. Through an option
fãr ine poor is how he maintains that the people can c.ontinue
to belieïe in a God of Life. This is al-so a major theme of
his book, El Dios de Ia Vida.
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the majority of those who participate are women.54 By

affirming that women are more capable than men, Gutiérrez
challenges the present political system of the catholic
church that excludes v/omen from the more responsible
positions of l-eadership. Gutiércez states this challenge
indirectly and it must therefore be deduced from several

eÌements of his depiction of Mary. rt can be assumed that
Gutiérrez is not in the position to make such a statement

dírectly without serious reprimands from the vatican.
fn conclusion, Gutiérrez presents Mary as a woman

similar to Latin American hromen riving in popular sectors of
society today. rmaged as the prototypical rÂ/oman, poorest of
the poor, Gutiérrezts Mary gives value to womenrs l-ives. He

presents an image through which r¡/omen can find inclusion and

varue within the cathoric church. Many traditionar images

are indirectly challenged by Gutiérrez's portrayal of Mary

as he states that women are more capabJ-e spiritual readers

and most capable of making theology. Al-I of Maryrs

spirituar strength as a believer and as a daughter of her
peopre stem from her position as one of the poorest of the
poorr âs this posture reads her to a complete active faith
which in turn enables her to speak. Gutiérrezrs description
of womenrs ability to be committed to others within the

54 This concrusion r deduced from participating in a Bibre
course with cEB leaders for ten months in tne city centre ofLimar. taking surveys in the parish, and speãking withreligious workers who work in different communiËies.
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framework of cEBs because of thelr posture as poorest of the
poor inplies a connection between poverty and the ability to
active faith. rt is womenrs and Maryrs poverty which appear

central for Gutiêrrez, âs it is from this status that both
are enabred to act upon their faith and then talk about God.

Gutiérrez therefore views commitment to the poor in oners

faith and action as equivaì-ent to being under the infruence
of the spirit. This is what riberation theol_ogians have

defined as rrthe preferential option for the poor. rl

Gutiérrezrs image of Mary supports the reality of Latin
American women in their roles as mothers. woman as mother

here is not onry a mother r-imited to the private sector of
society but rather the opposite, a mother who is drawn to
work for the betterment of the community in the pubric
sector. rrMotherhoodrr in Gutiércezrs view is symbolic of
soridarity. Mothers in this perspective are spiritual
leaders.

rn the end, however, Gutiérrez and the other noted

liberation theologians fail to denounce the situation of
injustice from which \4romen suffer. As arready stated, the
Peruvian liberation theorogy group characteristicarly does

not openÌy confront the existing politicar order in the
catholic church for reasons of their own survival. There is
a possibility, hov/ever, that these theorogians are guilty of
Itspiritualizingtt the oppression of !,romen.
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The reality of peruvian v/omen corresponds to
Gutiérrezrs outrine of Maryrs character: they are the
informal spiritual leaders of their community and they are

those who are active in grassroots organizations.
Gutiérrezts study supports these \,vomen and gives them value,
but it must be questioned whether Gutiérrezrs study aims at
the further liberation of these \^romen. Although womenrs

work is ínvaluabre in the peruvian society, it is arso very
limited because of the oppression they suffer within their
own famil-ies. Irlhat Gutiérrez has identified as commitment

because of a special spirituality is commitment motivated
chiefly by need. peruvian women work for community because

if they did not their famiries and they, themselves, wourd

die. Even though these rtsuperMad.resr who work constantly
for their farnilies symborize solidarity in one perspective,
they also are symbolic of the very profound lack of
solidarity in the family itsel-f on the other hand (see

Moreno Rejón 1980).

Although it is possible to understand why Gutiérrez and

the others do not deal v¡Íth topics such as v/omen in the
priesthood because of their politicar situation in the
church, r do not believe that they can be excused for
avoiding the issue of inequality between men and. women in
the family or society because it is not as controversial as

the others as far as the organized church is concerned.

This denunciation wourd be a denunciation of the social_
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order outside the church. By not addressing this issue
liberation theologians affirm the status quo.
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CHAPTER THREE

An Alternative fmagre of Woman and Motherhood:

Peruvian Feminists Challenge the Status Ouo

This chapter is tirnited to texts produced by

organizations which identify themsel-ves as ,feminist* or
supportive of a rrfeminist' perspective. More specifically,
the chapter considers the image of woman as mother that has

been developed by the most representative of feminist
org'anizations in peru, ttEl centro de la Mujer peruana, Flora
Tristán. rr My focus continues to be the image of mother in
relation to Mary of Nazareth, a focus whichr âs r have

argued, facilj-tates a comparison between riberation theorogy
and rrfeministrr thinking.55 As feminist images of woman as

mother are primarily focused upon criticisms of the images

of mother established by the traditional church and issues
not raised by liberationists, this al_so study faciritates a

comparison between all- three groups.

5s rn such a study the ferninist movement in peru must beconsidered distinct from occidental movements, even though itcontinues to be supported and inspj_red by them. This isnecessary due to the difficulty of comparing cultural normsconcerning sex roles in Latin emericá with those of theoccidental world. The task of comparison becomes even more
comprex when one country has a standard of living much higherthan the next. Essentially, the number ór curtuial,political, and economic factois that must be considered insuch an analysis are so great that this thesis could beexhausted simply by justifying its methodol_ogy.
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Like the liberation theology movement, the feminist
movement in Peru is not a formal- organization in which

people hold membership. For example, numerous non-

governmental organizations which do not identify themsel-ves

as feminist have communication wÍth the feminist group
rrFlora Tristán.rt Frora Tristán is in turn connected with
some grassroots organizations such as rrclubes de Madresrrl
rrClubes de Mujeresr rr and rrComedores populares. r These

latter groups are managed armost excl-usively by women, and.

as such often are centres of consciousness-raising whereby

!ìromen become aware of their oppression by men. Hov/ever,

these groups do not call themsel_ves ilfeministr il even though

they may accomprish the goals of groups explicitry rabell-ed
rrfeminist. rl

l-. The History of trFl-ora Tristán" in the peruvian Feminist
Movement

since its beginning in the rate l-970s Flora Tristán has

been the ferninist group in peru which has shown the most

marked expansion. Financiar assistance from Europe and

North America has enabled the group to move from a smal-l_

shared location at 43J- euirca in Limars core area to a

stylish large building at 42 parque Hernán vel_arde. Foreign
sponsorship has resulted in the grouprs autonomy, for
despite Perurs continual and escalating economic crises,
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Fl-ora Tristánts building has undergone renovations and the
group has recently expanded into a nearby rented space.

Florars rapid expansion is not the onry consequence of the
favour it has cultivated amongst foreigners.

simply because it, is one of the few groups within the
country abl-e to put time and money into networking

activities, it has adopted the posture of unofficíal leader
of the Peruvian feminist movement. rts expansion has led
also to high visibility both in and out of the country, and

the financiar advantage it has over other groups has enabred

it to publish a greater number of texts suitable for
academic study. It must be noted, ho\n/ever, that many

feninist groups within the country, even if they had the
means, would have l-ittle interest in pubJ_ishing academic

texts. They would much prefer to pubJ_ish texts suitabre for
poor v/omen. Neverthel-ess the publishing of academic texts
results in yet more attention from foreign bodies and

increased financial assistance and the ability to work on a
wider scaIe.

The history of the feminist movement in peru is best
described as the history of the house at 43¡' euilca where

Fl-ora Tristán began. There the groups 'creatividad y

cambiorrr rrEl centro pozot and rTaritha cumir continue to
work. At the beginning it was the home of creatividad y
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cambio, ''ALIMUPER"5ó, and Frora Tristán. According to Rosa

Domingo Trapassor ân American Maryknolr nun who has worked

in Peru since LgS457, F1ora Tristán was then a group of
women meeting informally in the home of virginia vargas58.

ALIMUPER, which had existed prior to Flora Tristán,
according to Trapasso, ï/as a group of ten or twerve people

v¡ho voruntariry came together to tark about themselves as

v/omen. They did not have project money and they did not
work with the poor. rt was essentiarly a reflection group

(Trapasso l-990). Creatividad y Cambio, in Trapassors

5ó alimuper is short for tAcción para la Líberación de 1a Mujer
Peruanarr.

57 Trapasso is one of the 24 religious v/omen who sj-gned their
names to a petition in the New york Times in l_984 iñ reactionto the problems Gerardine Ferraro \¡/as having because of herpro-choice politicar stance. Trapasso sayJ that after shesigned the petition she vras formãIty askea to retract herstatement. Letters sent to her community officiars not onrystated that they wanted her to retract her staternenLofficially but al-so stated that they knew that Trapasso hadbeen seen attending certain feminist meetings since herstatement. she v/as being watched. The issue is stil_r notformally resorved. The Maryknoll- community has decided not to
respond to the letters they received from tne vatican. (Taken
from a conversation r had with Trapasso in February, 1990)
sB Virginia vargas is the ttof f iciar matrj-archrr of FloraTristán. she presentry teaches in the Netherlands for six
months of each year. Her father was comptrolrer General_ ofthe Nation during the miritary rul-e of velasco. she v/asalmost imprisoned in chire during the coup dretat by pinochet,
but her father arranged for her safe escápe. she reft. takingl-00 people with her. she has incredibre personal pohrer.(taken from an interview with a person who has been in contactwith rtFlora Tristántt since 1995. The person hras reticentabout giving her name because she fearJ economic reprisarsfrom rrFlorarr. I net this woman at ilF1ora Tristánlr. )
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opinion, has never been expricitry a feminist organization.
She descríbes its focus:

Creatividad y Cambio was already in existence iin1,9791 but not as a v¡omen's organization. f think
that this is a very important point to make. We
existed as hromen with a strong feminist
documentation and a 1ibrary services of srna1lpublications concerning popular education and a
series of topics that deal with social probrems ingeneral - not only the concerns of women. But we
had a very strong emphasis on womenrs issues and
we had strong connections with the women of F1ora
Trístán and were members of ALIMUPER. It was thenas friends of Fl-ora Tristán, members of ALIMUPER,
and out of our own concern for sociar probrems andthe need to find a place that would give us a
chance to be availabl_e to the public that we left
our former office to move to this house that we
are still- in now (Trapasso l-990).

Although Trapasso defines Creatividad y Cambiors orientation
as rather generaÌ, the group works so intimatery with groups

that do laber themserves feminist, that it is identified as

part of the movement.

Trapasso thinks that one of the most Ì-rnportant things
about sharing the euilca space is that it gave the groups a

sense of identity and it gave vüomenrs groups visibitity.
Prior to l-980 there was no pJ-ace that courd be identified as

specifically for womenrs groups (Trapasso l_990). In
Trapassors view the second most important thing that
happened at Quilca v/as the decision for the groups to pool

all- the materials they had on \^/omen and begin a

documentation centre in the place which Frora had occupied.

This centre was called ITCENDOC MUJER, TT rrgentro de

Documentación de la Mujer. t After a number of years cENDoc
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MUJER received funding frorn the exterior and., like F1ora,

moved to a larger space in a wealthy neighbourhood. El
centro Pozo, a centre serving prostitutes, has remained in
its place ever since.

After a year and a ha1f, at the same tirne that it
became evident that Flora Tristán needed more space,

ALTMUPER dísbanded. Trapasso describes the decision to end

the group as following:

ALIMUPER was having some internal problems and Ithink it was also becoming a!\iare tñat the way
feminism in peru seemed to be going was more in
terms of centres that vüere funded by outside the
country and had a lot of infrastructure and a l_otof possibilities of working in the rbaser. Thefact that they were working in the ilbaseil seemed
to legitimate their cause in front of the public
eye. Feminism that didnrt work in the nbaser,
that was just a consciousness raising group such
as ALfMUPER was considered to be bourgeois andalienating. I think ALIMUPER, atthough f would
never put those adjectives on it, perceived thatthis was not the moment that it waã going to beable to grow. The growth in the ferninist movement
was then in the centres. So ALfMUPER disbandedafter the two years that \,r'e were here and FloraTristán needed to move out (Trapasso l_990) .

creatividad y carnbio, says Trapasso, had the opportunity to
go arong with Flora Tristán, but decided to stay at euirca
because they fert it to be a more practical location for
serving poor hromen.

Although there are presentry three groups meeting and

working within the house, many of the same \^/omen belong to
all- three groups. Talitha cumi was born in l_983 after 'The
second Latin AmerÍcan conference on womenr was held in Lirna.

The theme of the conference was patriarchy, and after a
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small group joined together at the conference to discuss
patriarchy in the church, they realized that they needed to
continue this refrection (Trapasso 1990). since most of the
vromen who work at creatividad y cambio and El centro pozo

are connected wÍth the church, they also participated in the
formation of this group.

Feminist g'roups such as creatividad y cambio boast of
feminist groupst ability to work together. Trapasso states:

[Peru] is a country that is cut up into all typesof fractions poJ-itically, and against that thã-feninist movement has been quitã unusual. rt is asurprise to us that we have been able to have adj-fferent perspective, a different view of power,
a different view of working together withoul
competition (Trapasso l-990) .

There are disadvantages however to being a poor

organization. rn times of economic crisis, poorer qroups

are harder hit and must be more concerned with their own

survival while richer groups continue to expand.

Though the members of the poorer organizations never

comment upon the economic disparity between themserves and

Flora, there are marked differences between the groups that
potentially could cause conflict. At a rneeting of Talitha
curni that r attended in Februâry, rg9L, the group spent

considerable time debating whether they could just.ify
spending $20 u.s. to participate in a smatl festival leading
up to the woments Day cerebration. rn the end they felt
that they courd not afford it. Not only do the rÄroaen in
this group work in one of the most porruted and destitute
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areas of Lima, but some of them live in an equally poor area
of the city very far from the centre. one night following a

meeting, r said goodbye to one of the women who was waiting
for public transport taking her home to an area even more

dangerous than the one in which she works. rt became

evident to me how committed to the poor this group is: it
is poor itself.

As weIl, r have often been impressed by the beautiful
architecture of Flora Tristánrs buirdíng and wondered if
poor women might feel- sel-f-conscious in such a place.
Florars wealth was refrected in the high cost of the
entrance fee to the 1991 womenrs Day celebration, $3 u.s.
while the minimum v/age for a month's work was then g7B u.s.
Most of the women in the country courd not afford t.o attend.
Even though one performer claimed to represent rrras mujeres

campesinasrr (women from the countryside), the poorest most

oppressed women in the country, the celebration was aimed to
entertain and inform rniddl-e and upper class v/omen, and

catered more to the needs of groups like Frora Tristán than
to those of creatividad y cambio. Neverthel_ess poorer

feminist groups wirÌing1y participated even though several
representatives of groups commented that they found the
entrance fee to be a problem.

Even though an outsider may view Fl-ora Tristán and

Talitha curní as having conflicting emphases, the groups

themselves do not voice these concerns. These differences
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appear to be reconciled as Trapasso indicates. perhaps this
rrdifferent view of competitíon" is present within the
Peruvian ferninist movement because feminism in general is
not werr accepted by the peruvian populace. From the very
beginning these groups r.¡hich came together at euirca v/ere

dependent upon one another as they strove to create a public
place for women t s groups. AJ-though femini-sm has grown in
the last ten years ínternal dissention would seriousry
weaken the groups' ability to survive. Not only wourd

voiced conflicts deter public support for the movement

inside the country, it wourd also discourage foreigners from

Iending financiat assistance to particular groups.

2. Portugal, Trapasso: Challenging Þtoman as Mother

Their open denunciation of the churchrs sacrarization
of woments oppression has led many peruvian ferninists to
reject the church entirery. Even the christian feminist
group Tal-itha curni refrects upon 'feminist'! to a greater
degree than trchristianrt texts. As wel-r they focus upon the
celebrations of the "Day of Non-vj-olence Against vüomenr and
rrrnternational lrlomenrs Dayrt, instead of christmas and Easter
(Trapasso l-990). only recently have feminists begun to
realize the importance of rel-igious images. Ana MarÍa

Portugal explains that most peruvian ferninists at one tirne

or another participated ín the church. Many have left and
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have since disregarded religious themes. rn fact, portugal

berieves that in general feminists have forgotten that the
rnajority of women with whom they work are stirr christians.
Even though poor hromen are criticar of the church they sti]l
hold many beliefs in it, adds portugar. consequentry,

Portugar feels there is much work to be done in the area of
rerigion. Moveover, she insists that this deficiency is not
yet an officiar concern of the ferninist movement, but rather
the preoccupation of a few interested individuals (portugal
leer_).

Any study involving the church and feminism is
therefore lirnited by the scarcity of feminist texts
concerning religion. rt is timited further by the rack of
academic texts produced by small-er feminist groups. This
study of the image of rrv/oman as motherrr in relation to the
image of Mary wil-t necessariry be founded upon texts written
or pubrished by Flora Tristán. As Ana MarÍa portugar is one

of the few feminists within the group who has dealt with the
theme of women and the church her texts will_ be emphasized.

Fortunately Rosa Domingo Trapasso from the group rrTalitha

cumirr is often published by tFl-ora Tristán' or Latin
American Press, and is incl-uded in this study. Taped

rneetings, interviews and rectures involving these two women

and their groups wilr be considered arong with their
published texts. As these two. women are representative of
feninists groups both large and snal], christian and
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secular, as r¡/elI as rich and poor, their opinions are taken
as representative of the larger feminist movernent in the
country.

2a. The Manipulation of Eve and Mary:

According to feminists Ana MarÍa portugal and Rosa

Domingo Trapasso, Mary has been used to oppress T¡romen in
Latin American society. The i-mage of woman that is
predominant in Peruvian society and in the Peruvian Catholj-c

church is the image of rth/oman as motherr (portugal, et.al_.
L989: 73). This irnage alienates lromen, state feminists
Trapasso and Portugal, âs it is derived from the premise

that r^/omen are naturarry sinful and must justify themselves

through motherhood. rn this light motherhood deni_es

sexuality for purposes other than procreation. This image

is fundamentally based upon the churchrs interpretation of
the characters Eve and Mary, which portugar and Trapasso

find reflective of subversi-ve sexism.

Both Trapassors and portugalrs arguments are based upon

the assumption that all- religions have a socio-political
dimension (Trapasso 1990b: 19). Not onry do the texts of
cathoric theologians such as Augustine and Thomas de Aquinas

reflect the sexist mindset of their curture, writes
Trapasso, but the Bibre itserf is sexist frorn Genesis

through to the writings of paul- in the New Testament

(Trapasso l-990b: 1_9). Even though it is Ímportant to
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rearize that the church is not the only institution that is
responsible for woments oppression, Trapasso maintains, it
is necessary to recognize that the church has given sexism a

sear of divine approval (Trapasso l-99obz 20). Trapassors

exampre of this approbation is in the churchrs traditional
depiction the relationship between Eve and Mary.

rn Trapassors analysis, the churchrs image of women is
based upon an interpretation of the Genesis creation story
which identifies Eve as sinfur. Eve bears the burden of
responsibÍlity for all of humankind's deficiencies; it was

she who gave in to the temptation of the forbidden thereby
setting the plan of God askew. From this interpretation of
Genesis, church authorities have traditÍonalty concluded

that r¡/omen by their very nature are sinfur, concupj-scent,

and deficient. Trapasso summarizes Augustiners perspective

of women by stating that he

maintained that v/omen were not in the image ofGod. only the man was made in the image in his
own right, the woman c-oul-d have it by way of the
man (my translation) .5e

such damning conclusions vüere also made by Thomas de

Aquinas, Trapasso writes, as he rr... defined v/omen as
ttdisfigured menrt that r¡/ere innately defj-cientr' (my

5e rr . . . sostenÍa que r-a muj er no tenÍa r-a imagen de Dios.soramente el hombre poseÍa ra imagen de Dios por derechopropio; Ia mujer 1o puede tener en segundo plano, å través de]
hombrerr (Trapasso 1990b: 2I) .
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translation). 60 According to this patriarchal Gospel of
Augustine and Aquínas, women are destined to a rife of
subservience to men, and alienation from God.

Diarnetricarly opposed to this image of the sinful
carnal hroman, rooted in the ord Testament Eve, Trapasso

notes, is the church-promoted image of Mary, specifically
the image of Mary as tmother. r Trapasso states that
according to the church sexuality (identified by Augustine
as sinful) strictly inust be focused upon procreation. she

cites r rimothy 2zr4-rs, as indicative of the churchrs
belief in the possibility of cleansing the inherentry sinful
women through the transforming maternal role:

Y eI en gañado no fue Adán, sino Ia mujer gue,
seducida, incurrió en l_a transgresión. cori toda,se salvará por su maternidad.

Trapasso quotes Rosemary Radford Ruether who argues that
christianity has produced a schizophrenic vision of wonen,

dividing women into two types: carnal, real r^romen made of
flesh and bone like the far-r-en Eve, or rofty spiritual women

represented by the Virgin Mary (Trapasso 1990b z 21-) .

Ana MarÍa portugal affirms Trapassors criticar analysis
of the churchrs view of women. rn the specific context of
the Latin American church she sees the dichotomous

rel-ationship between Mary and Eve used to effectivery

ó0 rr... definió a mujeres como \varones mal formados, guetienen por su propio naturareza una capacidad deficieñte(Trapasso 1990bz 21-)n.
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control and oppress Latin American !üomen (portugal ]9g9z2)

She states that

Ii]n Latin America the Marian Cult is more thanlegitimate devotion to the mother of God.rMarianismr is the cult of the superiority of
feminine spirituality, which enboáies
simultaneously the ideal of care .gíver/maternityand chast,ity (my transJ-ation).ó1 6T

The ideals of maternity and chastity, in portugalrs view,
cannot be achieved simul-taneously and therefore causes great
frustration for committed catholic women. Nevertheless,

Portugal states that it is through maternity that women

regain their honourr âs they refl-ect the irnage of Mary

(Portugal l-989 z z) .

The sinfulness of sexuality promoted by the church

through this image of carnal- woman has reft Latin American

r¡/omen alienated from sexual pleasure. portugar rebukes the
idea that sexuar pleasure is only for the bourgeois
(Portugal 1989: 66). she states that many progressive
groups within the church find it impossible to talk to
popular vromen about sexual- preasure because they berieve

61 rn May, l-9g8, six v/omen from Latin America and one from theu.s.A. met in popayan, cari, colombia to discuss thepublicatíon of a book of testimonies and reflections on the
themes of abortion, religion and sexual_ity in a Latin Americancontext. The book, Mujeres e rglesia, is the result of the
r¡tomen I s collect j-ve ef forts, the f irst such work in Latin
America made possible through the support of rcathol-ics forFree Choicet.

legÍtima devoción a quien es considerada Ia madre dã Dj_os.rrEl marianismo es el curto de ra superioridad espiritualfemenina, aquel que encarna simultán-eamente el iãear decrianza/maternidad y castidad (portugal l-g}gz Z)r.
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that these themes are only preoccupations of rich $/omen

(Portugal l-989 z 66) . she says that there is a prevalent
belief that sexual preasure is not important to poor v/omen

(Portugal l-989: 66). portugal supports her argument in the
articre, rtFormación y Deformación: Educación para ra
culparrr wherein she examines the history of Latin America,

and identifies the T¡rays in which women are taught to believe
that they should feer guirty about their female bodies
(Portugal 1-989: 47) .

2b. sexism in a peruvian context: A critique of Liberation
Theology

Although it is obvious that these vromen have read books

by feminist theologians outside the country (such as

Rosemary Radford Ruether whom Trapasso quotes), it cannot

rightfully be said that their arguments are purely
irnitations of ferninism from the industriari_zed worrd. vthat

is important here is that both Trapasso and portugal are

atternpting to explain the oppressive image and the very real_

phenomenon of women as mother in the peruvian context. rt
is obvious to these \Àromen that the image of Mary has been

used to promote and reinforce the subservience of the
Peruvian mother. Just as they find that women are redeemed

by motherhood through Maryr so can they see that hromen in
Peruvian society are val-ued onry as mothers. The common

description of women as rtd.uenas de la casarr (owners of a
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house) refrects how peruvian curture emporô/ers the woman as

the rear head of the household, at the same time it that
makes her a srave to the occupants of that house (see

Gutiérrez t99O).

Many of the sexist cul-tural- attitudes that Trapasso and

Portugal discover adrnittedly dominate catholic history in
general, appear predominant and rong-rived in the cathotic
church in Latin America. The control of sexuarity through
confession, outlined in the book portugal edited, Mujeres e

rglesia. sexualidad y Aborto en America Latina, is an

exampre of how this form of sexism is also relevant to the
Latin Ameri-can context. portugar indi-cates that even

precursors of liberation theol-ogy, such as Gonzárez vigiI,
affirmed that women would not have a public place (portugal-

L989: 37-8). such sexism has not been recognized by todayrs
liberation theology movement. rt is not surprising, then,
that femj-nists criticize the movement for being sexist and

repressive in and against its ov/n riberationist goaì_s.

rn a meeting with femi-nist liberation theologian, Dorothee

sörre, members of the group tTal-itha cumir expressed their
anger at the liberation theorogy movement in the country.
Though Gutiérrez may be feminÍst while he is outside the
country, he definitely is not a feminist inside peru, one

member stated. They felt marginar ized by this movement in
whorn they hoped for incrusion (Tatitha cumi 1991). Ana

Maria Portugal states that the biggest critique the
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feminists have of l-iberation theorogy is that it does not
support reproductive rights (portugal l-991). rn a study
Karen orBrien made of the feminist and liberation theology
movements in Peru she concluded that

the claim of liberation theology to berrintegratedtr in its ideology ana neLnodology
becomes thwarted by its insistence on focuåing on
economic oppression as the major source of
injustice (OrBrien i_996) (see Latin American
Press, January 16, 23).

sirnilar denunciations of riberation theorogy have been

voiced in the book, Muieres e rgl-esia, sexualidad y Aborto
en América Latina, in articles by portugar and the g:roup

'!Ta1j-tha cumi.rr rn a l-etter written to the pope incl-uded in
the book, thirteen feminist groups urge the pope to
reconsider the churchts official position on birth control.
They demand that the church reconsider the rpreferential

option for the poor[ so that it is as we]-I in a

rrpreferential option for v/omen.rr As well, the group
trTalitha curnirr directly charlenges the l_iberation theorogy
group to deverop a feminist theology of l-iberation in a

document resurting from the rTarler Feminismo e rglesia, rV

Encuentro Feminista Latinoamericano y del cariber! held in
Mexico in L987.

3. Alternative fmages of Motherhood

Peruvian ferninists chalì-enge

image of rrwoman as motherr il which

the cultural- norms of the

are simultaneously
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reinforced by the churchrs dictated image of Mary of
Nazareth. Because this area of religious authority has not
been analyzed to a great extent by the peruvian feminist
group, there are few texts that dear with the reconstruction
of the image of Mary. Frankry, peruvian feminists, who for
the most part have left the church entirely, have not yet
dedicated themserves to this task. They are not theologians
nor do they exhibit a strong interest in developing

themselves in this area.

rndirectly, however, the feminists groups represented

in this chapter do present alternative images of rwoman as

mother.rr rn their condemnation of the churchrs manipulated

image of Mary and the predominant subjugatj-on of women in
Peruvian society, these feminist voices assert that v/omen

can be everything that the church has hetd denied them.

Their fight for womenrs reproductive rights suggests an

image of woman in control- of, instead of controrred by,

motherhood.63 By saying that these prominent images are

not divinely ordained, but instead products of the socio-
political dimension of rerigion, peruvian feminísts state
that it is unnecessary to define womanhood or motherhood in

: . rn March, l-990 r attended a counserling session in afeminist .organization in Lima. The wornan in charge ofreproductive rights.explained to a peruvian woman who haá just
undergone an abortion that it is important to be abl_e to
choose when you want to be a mother. As she spoke of her ownabortion experience she herd her stomach swól-len some sixmonths in pregnancy and smired and said forcefully, 'rtrsimportant to be a mother when you want! n
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any particul-ar t oy patriarchal, \day. By challenging the
assumption that sexuality must always read to pregnancy,

these women also challenge the image of rwoman as motherrl

which traditionally denies womenrs sexual preasure. These

images of rrr¡roman as mothert are based upon critique and

rejection of curtural norms. Little has been done to
rebuild an image or rol-e model- of women within the church,

due to the v¡idespread rejection of the church amongst

feminists groups.

Recently, hov/ever, Talitha cumi has explored the image

ofrrfeering God in a different way'as stated in José MarÍa

Arguedas book, Todas Las sangres. rn a smaIl pubrication
made by the group entitled, tNuevas Expresiones de 1o

sagrado, ED Busquedo de una Espirituaridad Feminista, " (New

Expressions of the Sacred, Itr Search of Feminist,

spirituarity) the group presents their perceptions of the
sacred:

Spirit
Energy my energy
The continuation of the creation
The interdependecne of all_ the natural elements

Friendship, solidarity, communication
(ny translation) .óa

An exampre of this liberated earth-bound perception of
the sacred they cite in the fol_lowing poem:

64 |tEspÍritu / EnergÍa rni energía
La contínuación de la creación
La interdependecia de todos 1os el-ementos de ranaturareza / Amistad, soridaridad, comunicaciónrl(Talitha Curní t_989)
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Poster of a mother with a photo of a ildisappeared[
son The poh¡er of this \^/oman to confront thãrrpowerful . rl
The power of this woman is
domination, it comes from
to confront the truth.

not the power ofj-nside in order to love,
ft brings forth collective l-ove, solidarity.
Pan flutes. The folk1ore, the music of thè pan
flute rises up from the earth to the heavens. The
sound communicates, makes me forget, makes meidentify.
It is born in feel_ing.more advanced than the
rational-
The time. The cl-ock has been a syrnbol of
oppression. The seasons, the change of the moon
and other expressions of the cycle of lÍfe are
able to be symbols of the Sacred.

The music in the voices of women singing/ Songs oflife, of energy...

The leadership of the youth. The potential of
women to take consciousness of their situation anddirect their.energy to make a nehr way of relating
(my translat,íon) .ó)

These images of solidarity and potential within the poor

women in Peru cÌear1y share l-iberation theol-ogiansr concern

for rebuilding a nerÁ¡ sociar order, and from doing so from

the basis of experience.

ó5 ttPoster de una madre, con foto de su hijo desaparecido. Elpoder de esta mujer para enfrentar rrlos poderesi.El poder deesta mujer no es er poder de dominación, viene desde adentropara amar, para enfrentar con l-a verdad. Hace surgir amorcorectivo, sol-idaridad. Zampoña. Lo folklórico, ra nñrsica del-a zampoña surg'e de la tierra hacia er cielo. EI sonido
comunica, ilê hace olvidar, ilê hace identificar. Nace de lossentimientos mas alrá de 1o racional. Er tiempo. Er reloj hasido un simbolo de opresión.
Las estaciones, el cambio de ra luna y otras expresiones delciclo de la vida pueden ser símboros aè ro sagraão. La músicaen las voces de mujeres cantando. cancioneê de viviencia,energÍa. .... El liderazge de la juventud. La potentiaridad
de las mujeres para tomar concíencia de su situacion o dirigir
sus energÍas hacia una nueva forma de relaciones (Talitha Curni
1989 ¡ . tt
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rn this depiction of the sacred women are seen as the
leaders, formally powerress, nolv capabre of toppling the
most powerful. lrlomen are intirnately connected with the
earth and the intuitive. rt is the j_nner energy of women

and the traditional role they have played in the pranting of
the seed and weaving that are abre, in Talitha cumirs view,
to change. This valuing of the oppressed in this respect
reinforces Gutiéryezrs work, especl-alry The power of the
Poor in History. The idealization of the porÀrer of women

echoes some of the sentiments of Mujer, vÍctima de opresión,
Portadora de Liberación where womenrs oppression seems

al-most ideal_ized.

Most important here, ho\r,rever, are Talitha Cumif s

activities in rel-ation to this statement. Though womenrs

position is affirmed and given varue, they do challenge the
churchts position concerning reproductive rights and

inequality of the sexes. Tal-itha cumirs inagining of ,v/oman

as motherrr as potent and bringer forth of liberation cannot
be criticized for affirming the status quo as is possible
with the similar imaging of woman made by liberation
theologians. The difference between the two groups is that
Talitha cumirs reflections do not end with this irnage of
v/omanr âs liberation theologi-ansr refrections do, as TatÍtha
cumi condemns the injustices against v/omen in the church and

society.
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It can be argued whether or not it is proper to
segregate the characteristics predominantly known to be mare

and femare, devaluing those such as rationarity commonly

perceived to be mascul-ine and uphol-d characteristics such as

intuitiveness commonly perceived to be feminine. By making

such a division the i-mage of God essentially defines and

divides the sexes. rtwomen as motherr is a certain type of
rnother, âD idealized femininity. By defining their
perception of the sacred as earth bound, intuitive, and

counteracting the rationar, the group has rimited womenrs

possibÍlities to be other the norm.

The group views the existing societar order as against
the will of the sacred because there it is domínated by male

oppression, and denies \^romen a public voice. The subsequent

view of characteristics such as rational-ity as evil-
replicates the division between the sexes on the
psychological level, thus alienating men as werl as v¡omen.

rt is possible, however, that the group meant onry to give
value to characteristics that previ-ously have been

denigrated by the church and society, and to redefine and

value ÍÄromen as in the image of the sacred.

Conclusions

The Peruvian feminist groups' critique of Mary does not
differ greatly from the welÌ known crÍticisms of lVestern
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feminists such as Rosemary Radford Ruether. Their critique
of the churchts use of the images of Mary and Eve to oppress

women is not simply an interpretation borrowed from !{estern
femÍnist thinkers, however. These \,/omenrs own history as

Latin Americans within the catholic church confirm these
critigues. They sinply find western texts usefur; helpfur
in interpreting their own rearity. As peru is a society
more predominantly cathoric than most western societies
these critiques may be best t or exclusivery, suited for
their countries.

The manipulation of Maryrs image, has lead the peruvian

popuÌace to assume that there is no prace for sexual
preasure apart from procreation, that r^/omen are J_nnately

inferior to men, and that \^/omen are valued only in their
role as mothers. These religious symbols have arso

alienated women from the church because v/omen can never
completely relate to Mary, for they cannot be at once virgin
and mother. rrwoman as motherr is therefore linited to a

life in the private rearms of society, both in and out of
the church. she is dominated by men and ensl_aved by her
lack of control- over her reproductive system. Godrs love
for her must appear almost conditionar, as she has no val_ue

apart from motherhood.

The Peruvian feministst image of r\¡/oman as motherr in
reration to Mary of Nazareth is based predominantry upon a

critique and condemnation of the intentions of the existing
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images of rrwoman as mothert and Mary within the church and

society. The feministst de-sacral_ization and

demystification of the churchrs predominant femal_e images is
simirar to the liberation theol-ogy movementrs exproration of
the socio-political dimension of all facets of soci_ety.

Although Talitha cumits images of rrwoman as motherr can be

criticized, it is important to rearize that even though they
are a christian feminist group, their concentration has been

on feminism as opposed to religion. It is possible,
therefore, that their arguments reflect their bias toward

feminism rather than christianity. The difficulties with
their arguments, in this light, ilây reflect their
inexperience in theotogy-making rather than their intention
to maintain divisions between the sexes.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Vüoments Popular Org :

The Motivating Force of povertv

rn the preceding three chapters r have anaryzed the
images of rrwoman as motherr as expressed in three peruvian

groupsr texts. For the most part, these images of ,v/oman as

motherrr have been related to the image of Mary of Nazareth,

in order that the rerigious movement, riberation theology,
can be seen in contrast with other groups in the peruvian

context. Às outrined in the introduction to this thesis,
textual analysis of l-iberation theology and of womenrs

reality has definite rimitations, as it is impossible to
verify to what extent particu]-ar texts refl-ect peruvian

societies. Neverthel-ess, texts are our only means of
examining the movement and other dynamics of the peruvian

reality, rnaking this obstacl_e unavoidabl-e.

To complement this textuar study, r nov¡ examine womenrs

g'rassroots organizations in urban centres, with particular
emphasis on Lima. such a focus has been chosen to represent
the reality of womenrs rives in peru. Arthough there are
various factors which constitute womenrs daily lives in the
country, popular organizations have been chosen as exemplary

of them, as this is the factor that has changed most rapidry
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within recent years in respect to hromen. popular

organizations are arso deserving of attention, r think,
because they represent an arternative form of politicar
organization in the country, and even more significantly, a

social structure in which women play reading roIes. After
clarifying which specific group of women is my concern, this
chapter outlines the grassroots movements in which these
hromen participate. This chapter then examines the j_nfruence

that the traditional church, the riberation theorogy
movement, and the feminist movement have had upon these

org,anizations.

1. Peruvian Women in a Socio-Economic Context

curtural, economic, and poritical realíties in peru are
even more diverse than the country is geographicarry

disparate. Atthough the official ranguage is spanish, there
are at least 14 other Ìanguages spoken in the jungle, and

armost as many dialects of euechua and Aymara in the Andes

as there are mountains (Latin American press 1995). Each

major area of the country has its ovün v¡ay of cooking,
dancing, and expressing re]-igious belief r âs wel-r as its
distinct pre-rncan civirization. compounding this
complexity is the current illegal cocaj_ne production, which
dominates particular areas of the east side of the Andes,

and the two rebel groups, sendero Luminoso and M.R.T.A.
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(Moviniento Revolucionario Tupac Arnaru). These reber groups

now control regíons of the countryrs interior, and have

caused many more regions to be cl-assified as remergency

zones. rr clearry it is impossible to refer to a unigue
Peruvian reality, and. by extension, it is equally impossibte
to refer to peruvian women in general.

Despite the many diverse situations in the country, the
capital, Lima, noÌ¡r consisting of nearly seven mitlion
inhabitants, is a rearity unto itsel_f. Like many capitat
cities of non-industrial-ized countries, Lirna Ís the centre
of political and economic affairs. Al_though there is a

distinct movement toward the regionarization of the country,
Lima continues to dominate the nationar politicat agenda.

rn many ways, peru is divided once again into those who l-ive
in cities and those who rive in the rurar settings. More

accurately, it. is divided into those who live in Lima and

those who do not.

Because the provincial areas of the country are
difficurt and often dang'erous to visit, this study is
focused upon the urban realì_ty, wíth particular emphasis on

Lima where r lived for L2 months. Even though they rnay

refer to Andean rearities, the texts analyzed in this thesis
are wrj-tten by people who spend the majority of their time
in the capital. To concentrate on the r¡/omen in Lima

therefore is not only obrigatory but proves to be the most

appropriate for this study because of the authorsr similar
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focus. This vicious circre, reading more and more studies
to focus upon urban real-ities is c]-ear1y unfortunate, as the
history and curtre of Andean and Amazon regions of the
country are equally as interesting as the history and

culture of Lima.

within the city's ever-expanding limits there exist
many different crasses of peruvian women. Many studies of
vromenrs grassroots organizations conclude that r¡¡omen

identify more as a member of an oppressed class than an

oppressed gender (see Grandón rgBT z +s) .66 Feminists such

as virginia vargas adnit that one cannot assume that
oppression attributed to gender is sufficient to bridge the
gap between v¡omen from different social classes. (vargas

1-989 z I44) .

rn this chapter r wirr focus upon \Á/omen of the various
lower crasses who for the most part rive in shanty towns in
the outskirts of the city. r have chosen this sector of

66 The economic _disparity amongst \4¡omen cÌearly exemplifiedis in the reproductive Ji-ae of their l_ives. rn réËruary,L99l-, during Lhe cholera outbreak in peru, severar terevisionnews. programs focused upon the inadequacy of Limenionhospitars to deal with the epidemic. one broadcast focusedspecifically upon the rack of sanitation in certain maternitywards. one hospital did not have enough sheets. The womenwere forced to use beds contaminated by other womenrs blood.The hospital lacked space for newbornJ, and two babies wereoften forced to shared one space, back to back in a smallincubator-l-ike grass tray. - They reported that, in someinstances, two women are forced tó sháre a bed after givingbirth. Rich r¡¡omen and their chil-dren are never subjãct tãsuch health risks, as adequate care is available for those whocan afford private hospitals.
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Linats populace not only because i-t represents an ever-
increasing percentage of the city's population, but al_so

because it is the sector upon which riberation theorogians
and feminist groups craim to concentrate. Even though Lima

wirl be the focus of this chapter, grassroots organizations
in smaller urban centres are simil-ar enough to those of the
capital, that Lima can serve as representative of these
organizations as a whole. This study intends to investigate
the rearity of lower class urban \,üomenrs participation in
grassroots organizations .

2. Urban Grassroots Organizations

Grassroots organizations constitute a new type of
political organization in peru, âs they arise from needs

t^¡hich organized poritics does not furfirl. Michel Rondeau

(in the Ph.D. thesis he is currentl-y working on through
Lruni-versité Laval- in conjunction with Er rnsti_tuto
Bartol-omé de Las casas) identifies peruvÍan grassroots
org'anizations as situations in which peopre experience the
more luxurious human rights. At the same tirne that they are
fighting for their basic human rights, such as the right to
food, shelter, and the freedom from torture, he states, they
experience a true democratic process and the right to
expression. Through grassroots organizations, he states,
poor people who have never before had a political voice
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experience democracy.6T This alternative, spontaneous

political option is al-l that is avaitable to many peruvians,

because the economic measures taken by the ruling government

do not take the peopl-ers needs into consideration.ffi

C1ubes de Madres:

The most common form of womenrs grassroots
organizations in Peru are tcrubes de Madresr (Motherrs

crubs) (camphens i-gBBz26). crubes de Madres began in the
l-940s, arising from the cathoric churchrs need to distribute
aid. charitable donations v\iere given to women on the
condition that they wourd do certain tasks to better their

67 Taken from conversations r had with Michel Rondeau i_nJanuary, 1990. while in Lima from May, 1989-May, j_ggo Rondeauworked with cEBs and rived with -a group ;î priests incolligue. Rondeau is currently working - in r,iïa as theDirector of suco for peru. suco iè trre quebec version of cuso(or vice versa), a canadian non-governmentar organizationswhich sponsors technical help to non-industrializeá countriesin the form of co-operants. His thesis is not yet rinished.
ó8 The peoprets l-ack of confidence in the official poriticalprocess is best seen in the recent trend for indepe'ndents torun. f-or government. For example, in the ¡uovember, 1_gggmunicipar elections Limenions chose Ricardo Bermont, a wel]known owner of a terevision station, for the cityrå mayor.TIr" victory of Alberto Fuj imori in the April , :-ebo federalelections also reflects the peopre's rack oi confidence in thepoIíticaI process, as Fujimori was virtuaJ_Iy unknown two weeksbefore the elections. Fuj imori's onJ_y virtue hras that hepromised not to impJ-ement t-he economic s-trategies promised bythe righ!.rirg coarition, Fred.emo. He did, hotieverl irnpj_emenlthem within a month after his inauguration. rt appears thatpolitical parties are ar,rare of thJ rack of trust-Èhe peoplehave in them, and have opted to present independents asleaders, as can be seen in the party Fredemo that iresented anindependent author as lead.er.
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conmunity. Hubert Camphens states that these orgianizations
on the one hand functioned as traditional independent forms
of barrio organization, and. in part as a mediatory device of
the frclientalismor ideology (26-7) .

The clubs, in his opinion, did not aim to integrate the
women into the larger organj-zation of the barrio. lrlomen

vrere treated as grateful recípients of donations, and even

though they vrere educated to perform certain tasks in the
community, they were never al-lowed to participate in the
organizatj-on of the groups (27). consciousness-raising was

never a priority in such organizations, camphens asserts,
and often v/omen hrere forced to work long hours before they
could receive the donations (27). According to camphens,

this inequity was particularly evident at the beginning of
the economic crisis in J-g7g when more foreign bodies began

to send donatÍons to peru. Many h/omen joined the groups at
that timer âs it was a prerequisite for receiving foreign
aid.

Clubes de Mujeres:

rn reaction to crubes de Madres, in the l_ggors many

vromen formed clubes de Mujeres (womenrs clubs), thereby
asserting their identity apart from their traditionar rores
as mothers. These women stil-r involved themselves in
activities rel-ated to the survivar needs of their community,

but they also addressed gender issues:
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The principre of autonomy emerged as the centralfactor in the formation of new womenrsorganizations, since it wourd perrnit them their
own social and poriticar space and question thepractices of neighborhood órganizations,
bureaucratic actions, and. the political forms ofcl-ientalismo. rt is the inaepãnããnt clubes demujeres which in many instancãs, and among otherfunctions, operate the comedores populareÃ,
cultivate gardens for the growth õt- tneir ðv¡n foodstapres, function mini day care centers, oy havestarted popular economic organizations ior incomegeneration (Carnphens: 2g)

lvomenrs groupsr autonomy has si_nce evolved. rn l_9g3 al_l_ the
r¡romenrs groups from vil]a Er salvador hel_d a convention, the
result being the formation of the coal_ition group, FEPOMUVES

(Federación de popular organizaci-ones de Mujeres de virla EI
Salvador) .

The second convention was hel-d two years l-ater, and

there now exist five larger co-ordinating bodies within the
coalition, that dear respectively with comedores popurares,
clubes de madres, clubes de mujeres, womenrs promotion, and.

v/omenf s education (camphens: 28) . The organizati-on not onry
provides a g,reater amount of efficiency and networking
within the barrio itself, but al-so facititates the work of
groups who wish to work in the area. The rÁ/omen have more

control over foreign groupsr work in their neighbourhoods as

the coarition provides a certain amount of protection from
the clientarismo approach, which effectively negates thej_r
struggre for autonomy. Through such an organization, women

are able to actively involve themsel-ves in the decision-
making processes effecting their communi-ty, and to implicate
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themserves in a manner that they never could within the
context of obligation of the Clubes de Madres.

Comedores Populares:

The first comedores populares (common kitchens)
appeared in comas and Er Augustino in Lima in the rate 7os

with an estimated 7oo in operation in the city by l_986

(Grandón ]-987 | 7 ì camphens z 29). The idea of a comedor is
quite simpre. rt is less expensive to cook and buy food,
kerosene, and other cooking necessities as a group, than it.
is individually. A study of a comedor done by cESrp, centro
de Estudios sociares y pubricaciones, estimates that peopre

save up to ]-7.22 when they cook together (cEsrp 19BB: 13).
such groups often arise out of other womenrs groups,

such as the clubs already mentioned. A woman from El
Augustino describes the formation of her comedor as a
gradual process, initiated in her christian base comrnunity:

The economic situation !üas very bad, people v/eresick because from poor nutritiõn and i.e. and theprices of everything began to increase because ofthe acts of the Moral_es Bermudez government
Therefore in 1978 we had our firsÈ meetings in thechristians community to see how we could áttainfood for the most needy famiÌies.
First we thought of the cooperative consumption ofthe food, and then, Iater, the common kitcñen.First the directors organized in order to attainthe stove and utensirs, creating a fund throughactivities Later we r-ooked ior the place i,o
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have it. The common kitchen began to operate inthe beginning of IgTg (my transÍation¡.6e
People al-so form comedores informal_Iy amongst farniry

members or nej-ghbours. According to camphens, comedores

vtere first formed quite informa]Iy, as rs-zo families joined
together to share different tasks of cooking. Then, he

states, non-governmentar organizations and the state became

involved. They donated food and arso imposed their own

organizationar structures (camphens: 29). However, the
objectives of the state often negate the work of the rnromen

(camphens: 30). For example, many comedores in Lima, are
supported by a particurar poJ-itical party, and are oblíged
to hang political posters on their walls. The

consciousness-raising that happens in the groups can in this
way be undermined. Even though the group nay learn that the
policies of the party force them need to organize a comedor,

they continue to support the party because it sustains the
individuar comedor.T0 considering that different groups,

69 rrf:â situación económica estaba muy ma1, habÍan enfermedadescomo la desnutrición y ra tubercurósis y comensaban a subirtodas las cosas. con los paquetazos de germudez... Entonces enel- año 78 hicimos las primeras reuniones en la comunidadcristianar- para ver como conseguir al-imentos para ras famiriasmás necesitadas. primero pensamos en una cooperative deconsumo de aIímentos y luego en Ia idea del comed-or.Lo primero fue ra formación de Ia directiva, f"rã-conseguircocina y utensilios, creando un fondo a través de actividaáes:
.^. . . . Luego Ia búsqueda de rocal. El- comedor comensó afuncionar a comienzos de IgTg (Grandón: 14) . "
70 This type of rnanipuration is possible in peru because thepeopre cannot e.asily look to the tong term effect of somethingwhen they are just surviving the prãsent.
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either national or foreign, appear to be constantly trying
to harness the forces of women working in popular
organizations, vromenrs groups coaritions such as the one in
vil-la El salvador are even more necessary for women to
achieve the goals established by their groups.

Al-icia Grandón exprains that corned.ores have been

criticized for being effective ways of dearing with poverty
without substantial impetus for sociar change. This
criticism in not valid, in her viewr âs \,üomen participating
in comedores have begun to organize smal_l workshops. They

are also often accompanied by other hearth and educational
projects, she states. A women who participates in a comedor

boasts of its various end goals:

The common kitchen is not only born because ofhunger. AIso, it attempts to organize women, and.educate them to participate integrally as adirector, a person liviñg in the-barrio, a ï¡oman,
and as a mother. rn order to enrighten them aboutwhere they live, and how they l_ive as women. Àsan objective, the comedor noL only enlightens themabout hunger, but ar-so herps them discoler whattheir rights are, and to Ièarn to defend
themselves (rny translation) .71

That Comedores provide contexts in which rá¡omen can

integrate into the community is most evident in the actions
of the comisión Nacional de comedores. rn l_9gg this
commission made a proposa]- to the government concerning food

71 rrEl cornedor no nace sóro por el hambre. También se tratabade organizar . a r-_as muj eres y que se capacitaran paraparticipar integralmente como d-iriÇente, pobÍadoras, rnu]er,madre. Para despertar dónde vivÍãn y 'co-no rnujeres. comoobjectivo, no sóro ver r-o del hambre, descubrif cuáIes erannuestros derechos, aprender para defendernos, (Grandón: 23) .
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subsj-dies. The group asked the government not to subsidize
enterprises that favour importati-on of food from the
exterior. rnstead they asked the government to directly
subsidize food produced in the country, in order to ressen
the countryts dependency on foreign aid (conisión Nacional
de comedores t-ggg: 9-11-) . such a request not only reflects
the womenrs political av/areness, but arso shows how these
v/omen have found a place to voice themserves on the national
1eve1.

Vaso de Leche program:

The vaso de Leche (Grass of Milk) program was initiated
in 1984 by Limars municipar government l-ead by Arfonso
Barrantes. The program is a system of nirk distribution,
whereby donations of rnilk are given to v/omenrs groups. The

program aims to ensure that chirdren wirr at least have one

glass of nilk a day. The program, often through crubes de

Madres or Mujeres or comedores popurares, organized some

l-00,000 women by l-985 (Camphens:30).

The Vaso de Leche program, accord.ing to camphens, is a

rare case of the government working with the community (30).
Barrantes is a speciar type of politician. He appears to be

one of the few politicians in the country that is not
interested in his ohrn financial- gain and power.z2 Each

72 Barrantes
April , i.99o.
that the Left

ran unsuccessfurly for the federal elections inHis failure is largely accredited to the factparty split into two parties shortly before the
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time rnunicipal government changes, however, the program is
threatened. rn 1996 the new government wanted to dismantle
it, but 715oo representatives of comites de Vaso de Leche

took to the streets to protest, and urtimately saved the
program. õ

Like comedores populares, the program includes women in
the predominantly rnale-dominated barrio organization. IrTomen

increase their ar¡/areness of nutrition, at the same time that
they build soridarity and rearn organizationar skills. The

fact that r^romen are abre to successfully defend the program

shows how participation in the program has empowered then.

Comunidades Eclesiales de Base:

comunídades eclesial-es de base or cEBs (christian base
comrnunities) are groups of 5 to 25 peopre who meet weekty to

talk about their social situation and study the Bibre.
They are what liberation theorogians refer to as grassroots
organizations within the church. rn the parísh, La

Parrochia de Ia visitación de Nuestra señora, whÍch r
participated in from october I l-gg9 untir Aprit, 1990, there

election and was perceived as weak. His political srogan wasrrvote for the. 'fl"jorito'(the l-ittre beañ¡tt, a humble symboÌsuited to his humbl-e character. on erection day mostpoliticar candidates went to vote in fancy cars] withchauffeurs, escorted, and with many body guards. Barrantesdrove himsetf to the voting statiãn in nis red voikswagenttBugtt.

:- The .present mayor of Lima, Ricardo Bermont, is alsothreatening to cut _the program. He craims to have forgottenabout it, in his budget. rñe issue is not yet resorved.
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T¡¡ere approximately f ifteen such groups. Ta The readers and

other interested people would meet every Friday night for a

Bibre study course. The knowredge acquired at such meetings
was taken back to the smal-Ier cEB groups. Every parish,
however, has its own r¡ray of working with these groups. For
exarnple' cEBs sometimes arise out of catechises Famiriar
groups. Ts

Arthough comunidades ecresiales de base are not
exclusively groups in which only v,/omen participate,

it' is werr- known that in the cEBs r^romen formthe greater part of the people, not only as mere
members, but as active participants in ðo_ordination, animation, catechiães, _.1iturgy ì biblegroups; etc (rny translation).2ó

liberation theology in Lima. The parish priest, ,ros¿-llízotl-i,
worl.<s very hard to faciritate.the peopfeìs a¡iiity to expresstheir own views of their real-ity and ierigion. rn ããrrv j_990
he left to study in Brazir ror six months. Arso fortunate isthe fact that a number of priests working in tne paii=h =h.r"simirar views. There exist parishes i; ,r,iãn 'prG=t= andbrothers have conflicting politicar views, some of which arepro-liberation theology ãnã some which are not.
75 catechises farnil-iar is a program where parents and childrensimultaneously learn catecñisés as the children are goingthrough the stages of first communion, and confirmation. rnthe home the parents reinforce the äducation the "rritar"r,receive in their catechises meetings. The aim of this programis to build a stronger bond betweén paient and chil_d and toincrease the parentJ' rore in their dhirdrenrs education.
76 rr. . . es bien sabido que en ras cEBs er-ras forman er-contingente mayor, no sólã como miembros simpremente, sinocomo participantes de los servicios de coordinãción,animación, catecheses, liturgia; cÍrcuros bÍbricosi etc. ...'(Cavalcanti i-987 | 4) .
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that women participate in and l-ead these groups more often
than men is unfortunatery not always reflected in the
writings of 1íberation theologians. rn an article
descri-bing v¡oments participation in cEBs, Tereza cavalcanti
observes that even though v/omen are the najority of those
leading cEBs, they are not adequately represented at
leadersr regional or international meetings (cavalcanti
1987 z 4) . cavarcanti posturates that r¡/omen I s husbands may

not allow them to participate in these meetings.

Through their participation in the meetings, r¡/omen

become sensitized to their oppression due to gender. The

rneetings stress critical, independent thinking, concerning
both bibrical exegesis as welr as personar interpretation of
their daily life experiences (cavarcanti: 6). As they rearn
to understand and denounce the injustices they suffer due to
class, T¡romen become concientized of the injustices they
suffer because of gender. Arthough v/omen are abre to
express themserves and find value within the cEBs, the
probrem of inadequate representation indicates that v/omen

are limited by CEBS, in so far as they are not expricitry a

womenrs organization. As a gender ri/omen have not fu1]y
integrated into the community through such groups.
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3. The Motivating Force to üIomen's popular organizations

since the commencement of the economic crisis in Lg75

(what Grandón refers to as 'rthe beginning of the end'), the
Peruvian farnily has been rimited to survival strategies, as

survival is challenged by the economic crises. These

challenge sex role stereotypes and the division of rabour in
the family- The traditional rol-e of women as administrator
and organizer of the famiryrs basic needs, inside the
private realm of domestic rife, has meant that poor rÁ/omen

(as opposed to poor men) are always the first to realize
that the money is worth ress and ress. she is the first to
realize sinply because she can no Ìonger meet the demands of
her traditionally defined sex rore (Grandón: 1-3).

The impossibirity of fulfilling the demands of her
traditionar role, drives peruvian women out of the home,

states Grandón, leading then first to the neighbourhood
organizations (14). The housewife reaves the house to join
groups of solidarity, and to work in the community to earn a
salary which will comprement her husbandrs income. rt is
evident that the way in which these \¡romen org,anize is
dictated both by their class and by their gender, as

economic needs chalrenge their traditional sex and social_

role (Grandón: 15).

rnterestingry, it is women's traditional place in the
private sector, that has forced them to enter the public
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sector in the specific way in v¡hich they have. The kitchen
has literaIly gone into the street. As domestic chores such

as cooking take on greater varue in the pubric sphere, v¡oman

and motherhood gain greater recogniti-on and value.

Feminist Groups:

rn the 1-980s the womenrs movement was expressed in two
currents: the feminist movement and womenrs popular
organizations. Atthough the feminist groups have supported
and worked with various popular organizations, they are by

far out numbered by them, and are thus incapable of making a

significant direct irnpact upon them. For example, in 19g6

there hrere an estimated goo comedores and Tsoo comités de

Vaso de Leche rnobilizing approximately l0orooo hromen. By

1-988 there were 300 workshops and hearth promotion groups.

rn comparison, by 1985 there were only ten feminist groups

in the capital and four in the other departments. (Grandón:

7)

ft is inpossible to measure, ho\n/ever, how much

feministst pubrications, robbying actions for reproductive
rights, and confrontation of culturatly accepted sex rore
stereotypes has effected the lives of female popurace in
Peru. Any affect that they are abl_e to have on the masses

of popular \Â/omen, for the most part, has to be indirect.
Their successes in changing l-aws wirl- affect the lives of
poor r^romen generally. Even though feminist groups, such as
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ffEl centro Pozo,tt work directly with some of Li-mars

h¡omen in the city centre, they are not large enough

qualify as a motivating factor for social_ change.

poorest

to

Liberation Theologians :

Liberation theologians, through the very nature of
their organization, have a greater ability to work with
popular v¡omen. compared to feminist organizations, they
have greater scope for contact with poor hromen, both
directly and indirectly. Their texts reflect upon popular
experiences, but their influence extends to the actions of
numerous religious workers active in poor areas. Although
it is again impossible to know how many cEBs exist in Lima,

r do not doubt that they outnumber feminist organizations.
Liberation theol-ogíans effect womenrs popular

organizations by encouraging them and by faciritating their
formation. Parishes support organizations and assist in the
distribution of foreign aid. Also, people arready
organizing in cEBs are more apt to organize in further ways.

Texts dearing with women's participation in such groups, and.

lectures given to people at the rrsummer coursesr i-n

February , r99o gave \^/omenrs \,üork a divine sear of approval,
by identifying these grassroots organizations as v/ays in
which people affirrn their berief in a God of Life. Again,
it is difficult to measure to what extent such approbation
affect,s women.
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Traditíonal Church:

It is important, however, to put womenrs popular
organizations into perspective, for even though 362 of
Limenion homes are supported by vromen and chirdren as well_

as men, 752 of women do not participate in popular

organizations (Grandón: 83) . Though riberation theorogians
may affect womenrs lives to some extent, and. ferninist groups

may encourage or enrighten theme in some measure, the
najority of women are affected the most by the traditional
curtural norms supported by the conservative faction of the
church.

Without even trying to affect womenrs lives, the
traditional church, with nearly 5oo years of dorninating
force in the country, continues to effect v/omenfs rives the
most. Perplexedry, the traditionar division of rabour,
according to Grandón, is what rnotivates women to fonn the
types of popular organizations that they do. The

traditional church, in this right, appears to be Lhe most

effectj-ve factor in rnotivating \,vomen to enter the pubric
life in the form of popular organizations. rn this light
the status quo is the rnotivating factor for the change of
the status quo.

One must not forget, however, that the majority of
ri/omen do not react to the traditionar image of motherhood in
the way that \¡/omen organizing in popular organizati-ons do.

The traditional image of woman as provider and protector of
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her family proposed by the church is also an irnage of woman

as mother who does not charlenge the norms of the church and

the society (see chapter one). rt is to the extent that
I¡/omen partialry break with this traditj_onar irnage of woman

as silent at the same time that they maintain the
traditional image of woman as provider that they are

motivated to participate in grassroots organizations.

Conclusions

Traditionar church and culture aside however, the most

significant factor infruencing women to organize, becorne

concientized, and voice their concerns publicry, is hunger.
unfortunately it does not appear that peru wilr escape

economic hardships in the fol-l-owing years. I¡Iomen will-
therefore be forced to reave the private real_m to maintain
their farnities I survival. Though this can be carl-ed

riberation in one sense, it resul-ts from such a widespread
oppression that these womenrs efforts make them appear as

David before Go1iath.
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CONCLUSTON

Peruvian liberationistsr image of woman as mother farrs
short of Peruvian feministsr demands, as the former avoids
certain issues such as reproductive rights. Arthough the
traditionalists deal with these issues, they do so through a

non-liberating method of making theotogy: a belief in an

unchanging ttdivi-ne moral Ìawr r and an advocation of a

personaJ- relationship with God divorced from daily
experiences. while avoiding specific j-ssues of womenrs

rights, liberationists do chaLlenge the methodology of
rrtarking about Godrr posited by the traditionalists, the very
methodology which leads to an emphasis on women's body as

sinful and on virginal motherhood as the preeminent feminine
ideal. only indirectly, then do riberationists respond to
issues such as reproductive rights. Although liberation
theology does not meet all the charlenges voiced by the
feminist movement, then, its methodology does not conflict
with feminist concerns, whereas it does confrict with
traditionarists in both its methodorogy and iLs bias toward

the poor. The irnage of woman as mother expressed in
Peruvian liberationist texts has more in common therefore
with textuar images produced by feminists within the country
than it has with those produced by peruvian traditionalists.
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1. A Liberating Methodology:

Essentially peruvian feminists' criticize liberation
theology for accomplishing the goals that it has set for
itserf. As already outlined in chapter Two, liberation
theorogians I l-ack of direct concern for certain issues is
perhaps due to their compromised poritical situation within
the church. ul-timately their cÍrcular rnethodology mitigates
this apparent deficiency, as riberationists donrt clairn to
be flawless. Gutiérrezts recent focus on the figure, Mary

of Nazareth, and his depiction of her as foremost a woman as

subject, and the subsequent image of motherhood as symbolic
of solidarity, is perhaps the beginning of a new phase of
liberation theology in peru, where reflections upon the
poorfs experiences indicate sensitivity to various forms of
oppression.

Interestingly, peruvian feminists have not yet
criticized the language riberation theorogians use in
reference to God. Liberation theologians stirl refer to God

as rrHerr even though they have included inclusive language in
all other areas of their writing. Al_though those who refer
to God as trMother/Fatherrr or r]He/She/Beingr could assume

that the image of God as tHe' supports a sexist theological
mindset, I propose that 1iberation theologyrs reference to
God as rrHerr is at reast fess sexist than the traditionat
reference to God as rrHe. rr rn accordance with its
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methodology based upon experience and its preference for the
poor, liberation theology imagines God alive ,. . . in the
bosom of the people' (see Gervais 1984). This emphasis upon

Godrs intimacy with the poor negates the riteralness of the
mare pronoun. God, by liberation theology,s estimation, j-s

not merely distinct from humanity, an aIJ- powerful character
waving a magic wand over the earth from the heavens.

Rather, Godrs power comes from within humankind, present in
the solidarity amongst peopre. The image of God as rHerr in
this light, is liberated from the divisions between
rrHimself' and humankind, even though it stirl is not
completely accessible to women.

Most disconcerting about the Peruvian liberationists I

inagíng of woman as mother is the rimited refrection
concerning v/omen t s participation in g.rassroots

organizations. Liberationists identify r^/omenrs group

organizations as affirming belief in a God of Life and

thereby distinguish the v/omen in these organj_zations as

spiritual leaders. Liberation theol_ogians do not guestion,
however, the particul-arities of womenrs situations of
oppression that have caused them to organize in the way they
do, nor do they question how rvomen can become further
liberated through these organizations. They have chosen to
refrect upon a select part of the experience of v/omen in
grassroots organizations. They appear content to affirrn the
present, âs opposed to using this present experience as a
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pivotar point from which to move forward, or to analyze the
reasons why women, as opposed to men, are organizing in this
way in reration to their situations of class and qender

struggle.

As well, although they affirm \¡/omenrs g,rassroots
organizations, the liberationists appear content to allow
them to develop spontaneously, âs they do not provide
christian refl-ections upon the complete past, present, and

future erements of women's experience, but rather choose to
highright only the present. Their theology rnaking in this
sense is stagnant, and verges on being merely descriptive in
nature. Essentialry, they are not furfírling the demands

posíted by their own methodorogy as they have crosed their
eyes to certain aspects of women's experiences. rt is
possible that they do not wish to acknowl_edge certain
negative aspects of these grassroots organizations out of
fear that acknowredgement of these realities wourd not
benefit the liberation of the poor. such a choi_ce to
subjugate one form of l-iberation (gender related) to another
(class related) is contradictory to Gutiérrezrs statement
that the liberation of crasses need not be juxtaposed to the
l-iberation of the sexes (Gutiérrez 1989: 313).
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2. How Can Vüe Believe in A God of Life?

Both the focus of Gutiérrezt s l-atest book, Er Dios de

La vida, and the 1989-90 summer courses have focused upon a

guestion which Gutiérrez identifies as central to 1iberation
theology. In Gutiérrezrs words

the great pastoral, and thereforetheological, question is: How is it possible totel-I the poor, who are forced to 1ive inconditions_that ernbody a denial- of Iove, that Godloves them? This is equivalent to asking: Howcan ure find a v/ay of tarking about coa ami¿ trresuffering and oppression thãt is the experience ofthe Latin American poor? Ho\,r is it posãibl_e to dotheology "while Ayacucho 1asts"?77 çf-OAe: xxiv)

fn El Dios de La Vida Gutiérrezts poses the same question in
a different way: how can h/e believe in a God of Life when

all that can be seen is death? Because l_iberation theology
is an experi-ence-based theorogy the inquiry of this thesis
must be considered in rel-ation to the reality which rnost alL
Peruvians and Latin Americans l-ive: what does riberation
for women in liberation theo]-ogy mean in rel_ation to the
challenge presented by bel-ief in a God of Life and Love?

A particular situation that l-eaves a strong impression
upon me is a case documented by Amnesty rnternational in the
book, Perú, Entre Dos Fueqos (peru, Between Two Fires). rn
the book, Peruvian peopre l-iving in rural_ emergency zones

77 rr... (Ayacucho, a city
poverty and vj-olence, is a
of the dead. t ) (Gutiérrez

in Peru that has been buffeted by
Quechuan name meaning rthe corner

l-988 : 177, footnote 24) "
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are presented as caught between the crossfire of the rebers
and military. rt is common, accord.ing to the book, for
rebers to come into a vÍI1age and ki]l all the peopre in
positions of authority (leaders of town council, for
example), and for the military to arrive later and murder

numerous more people, hoping to ki1I one terrorist amongst

twenty. rt is customary in such cases for the rniritary to
return and rape all the women rerated to the men who they
have kitled. rn perú, Entre Dos Fuegos one case is
documented of a mother and daughter who are gang raped by

seven poricernen, and who both become pregnant as a result of
the víolations (t-989: 23). After reading the book, a friend
asked me the very question to which riberation theol_ogians

try to respond: How can you berieve in God when this
exists?

This question becomes increasingry more difficul_t for
me to ansü¡er the more that r realize how widespread

situations such as this one documented case are, and how

many other equally dehumanizing situations there are in
Peru, and for that matter, in most parts of the worId. such

situations have occurred throughout history, and what

happened to that particurar \4/oman and her daughter actually
reenacts the spaniardst treatment of indigenous hromen. r
have come to concLude that if a person is not actively
invorved in changing the social- order, it is next to
irnpossible to look at the reafity of the world and stiIl
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believe that life is worth living. As people find it,
increasingly more difficult to cl-ose their eyes to what is
happening in the world today, they need to reevaruate the
traditional images of God and humankind, which contribute to
present oppression. To the extent that a person does not
activeÌy express his/her love to others in community, s/he
must ignore the worldrs injustices. This is how r account
for the traditionaristst ignorance of peopre and their
surroundings. They do not see what is before them because

to do so would force them to act. I find it amazing that
people living in a country that has so many visibre human

rights violations can continue to ignore them so

efficiently.

Although 1, as an outsider who has the power to leave
the counLry, have reacted to this particular situation with
despair, Peruvian v/omen such as this woman and her daughter,
cannot afford the luxury of atheism. Liberation theology,
in this light, does not act as an opium to sirence the
poorrs concerns or to mask the real_ity of the injustices
from which they suffer, but rather supports people to change

their sj-tuations of death through building sol_idarity with
one another. rt is through buirding solidarity that people

can affirm their beÌief in a God of Life, and essentialry,
continue to believe in the varue of Iife. This hope in the
power of Godrs embodiment in the poor is expressed in the
song, rrGood Nev/srt sung in many peruvian churches:
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Good News

they will fal1
those who oppress my people
They will fall
those who eat their bread
without having sweated for it.
They will falI
Those who have searched out my people
like the sun falling on its shaäow
Good news! Good News! For my people!

He who wishes to hear
let him hear
he who wishes to see
Let hin see, let him see and hear
all that is going on in the midst
of a people beginning
to walk ahead

No longer is your back broken with sorrov/
Too long you have waited for
the moment that has now arrived
fn your bosom, my people,
there is a God
who goes hidden
but with a strength
that has raised up
your countenance
that has been asleep

A new day dawns
and the fields will_ turn green again
New men are appearing
from a nehr 1and they are nurturing
Their voices, like thunder,
are breaking the silence
and their songs are giving new hope
And there is a God who goes al_ong
content (Gervais j,984: iv)

The hope expressed in this song is illogicar when seen in
rel-ation to the magnitude of the injustices these peopre

face, but it is as essentiar- to sustaining human life as

food and water as without this hope rife would not be worth
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living. Liberation theology, in this light, is a theorogy
based upon a need sociarly conscious people have: the need

for hope and berief in rife in generar, and thereby the
belief in a God of Life and Love.

In respect to the broader question, trls there
liberation for women in the riberation theology movement?,rl

it cannot be denied that there is riberation for women in
the liberation theol-ogy movement. rt is women who need this
theology, the empowering images of soì-idarity, the most, âs

it is they who suffer the greatest from injustices. The

difficulty of reconciling oneseff to the injustices in
society makes it understandable why liberation theorogians
in the Peruvian case study have difficul_ty admitting rnany of
the questionabl-e reasons why women are present in grassroots
organizations. Although it is difficurt for liberationists
to dear wíth these problems they must be recognized, as it
is through such recognition of injustices that peopre will
be forced to create sor-idarityi essentially it is to the
extent that injustices are recognized, that they can be

overcome.
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